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I moved to Somers seven years ago from Melbourne, largely because of my
We felt that the peace and clean air of the Western Port environment
would be of huge benefit to my health. Somers is a beautiful village with a unique
character. We are able to enjoy a stroll to Somers beach, a mere 400 metres from
our home. When the tide is right, we can walk one way past South Beach with its
windswept and stark landscape. Alternatively, we can travel southward to Balnarring
and Merricks beaches with its rocky shores. Whatever route we choose, the walk is
serene and views are outstanding. Only a short drive away is Woolley’s Beach, a
different landscape is of mangroves and through a piece of the original habitat of
this region. Beyond that we have harbours of Flinders, Hastings and Cowes. During
my daily walks, I see a wide range of birdlife, plants, and marine life. I regularly see
dolphins and at times if I look closely enough, sting rays, fish, seagrass, a plethora of
marine plants and creatures. I feel a very close connection to the families of dolphins
who swim close to the Somers shores…they swim alongside our yachts, our paddle
boards or as we swim. I do not want anything to endanger them, a group of dolphins
who we recognise individually. Their quality of life needs to be guaranteed, just as
my quality of life needs to be retained. The rationale of the AGL proposal does not,
in any sense, balance the potential risks to this impressive environment, the
RAMSAR listed wetlands and the many communities who reside alongside the
magnificent Western Port Bay. There does not seem to have been a true
investigation or consideration of the impact of this project on either the climate, our
marine mammals or our close knit communities. Personally, I’m really concerned by
the amount of dust that will be produced during the construction of the AGL project
and the impact on my
. Longer term, I worry about the
diesel fumes contributed to the local environment by the many trucks which would
traverse our local roads. There have been no studies of the impact of diesel fumes
from the rig. How will these health risks be monitored? We need, I need, clean air,
clean water, a stable environment. I do not need added stress through the loss of a
valuable environment. As Australia is a net exporter of gas, I do not understand why
we need to be shipping gas here and to be impacting the pristine waters of our
beloved Western Port Bay and its peoples and creatures. We do not need the risk of
this thoroughly baseless endeavour by AGL. Keep Western Port Bay safe and
beautiful.
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My name is Rafael Heale and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I deeply value Western Port and its surrounds for its natural assets, its rich
cultural history and its vibrant and diverse local communities.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for
Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There
are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under
its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for
residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is
likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport
Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more
disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result
of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important
nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia.
People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife.
The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a
Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area
and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of
wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their
ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most
precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact
on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22
of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor
impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing
our demand for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by
between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 through using existing technology
and targeted economic support according to a recent report written by energy
consultants Northmore Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria
could meet its energy needs without new gas including new gas fields or gas
import terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These
measures will lower energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under
most scenarios. This is the case even when a lot of our electricity is generated
by fossil fuels but will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our
electricity is generated through renewables.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal.
Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and
being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to
be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the
intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further
affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Rafael Heale
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My name is Wilman Rivera and I visit Westernport Bay often.
Westernport bay is a beautiful, natural place to visit and close to home. It also has
some beautiful wildlife to observe and I enjoy exploring the wetlands.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store
large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and
enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject
to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In
Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which
has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide
between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate
crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet.
Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil
carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth.
Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to
prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is
particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect
marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline
studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of
noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even
with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit
behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area.
The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging nearby
which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Wilman Rivera
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My name is Cynthia Gibbs, (k/a Georgie) I care about the environment and
especially in Westernport Bay. Because Western Port Bay is a sanctuary for many
water birds, fish and marine life I have grave fears that AGL's plans for a gas import
terminal at Crib Point will cause an environmental disaster in the Bay. This bay is a
significant area of mangroves and sea grasses etc. and is listed under the Ramsar
Convention. I sincerely hope that Western Port Bay will remain a pristine habitat for
our future generations and that AGL will not be allowed to proceed with their plans.
Yours sincerely, Cynthia R Gibbs ( known as Georgie)
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My name is Glenn Heil and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. It’s
crucial to my livliehood, health and family. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which
AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to
the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak
from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES
Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away
and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on
that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not
continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed to promote the
conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of
their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious
environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and
in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that th
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My name is Jack Trickey and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I surf there, fish
there, my whole family has grown up around Westernport Bay for generations. I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I
will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact
on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve
area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss
of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that
there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships
coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or
sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy
less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination
of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island
is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as
well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact
Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most
biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them to
be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up
of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise
sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the
Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a
key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being
subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by
AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore,
current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation
value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken

these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant
future but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several
degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our
emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage
has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also
bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and
supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be
stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent
with what we need to do to create a safe climate. Small marine organisms which
make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be
the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe
levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres
of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder
chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current
thereby further affecting marine wildlife. Thank you once again for the
opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that
we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport
Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to
any harm. Sincerely, Jack Trickey
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My name is jonathon fetterplace and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
The bay is home to a significant diversity of flora and fauna that provide environmental
and ecological significance to the local State and national environment.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for
the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who
place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and
light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay
in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle
of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that
the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand
for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113

petajoules by 2030 through using existing technology and targeted economic support
according to a recent report written by energy consultants Northmore Gordon. With the
right government policies Victoria could meet its energy needs without new gas including
new gas fields or gas import terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay.
These measures will lower energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most
scenarios. This is the case even when a lot of our electricity is generated by fossil fuels but
will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our electricity is generated
through renewables.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton
and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water
being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated
water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further
affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
jonathon fetterplace
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I do not want the gas in western port bay!!
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My name is Damien Moylan and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. I
surf, swim, fish and connect with friends in Westernport Bay. Close friends make
their income from the bay, and this project puts their livelihood at risk. It’s also just
a place of great beauty, and clearly a huge asset to the areas environment. I thank
the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point
jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent
research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and
enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject
to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In
Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands
which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands
worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore,
current Victorian laws prohibit the d
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My name is Fiona Gray and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. It is a
world renowned wetland supporting habitat and wildlife for countless native flora
and fauna, and is imperative that it remain unpolluted by big business I thank the
Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both
the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia has committed
to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the
most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If
the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive. Fiona Gray
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To whom it may concern,
I spent some time on Westernport Bay quite recently. I visited French Island and enjoyed the unique
wildlife, isolated from the rest of Victoria, and as a result free from some of the diseases found there.
Flora and fauna are very important parts of the island, as well as its incredibly undeveloped nature.
Philip Island is also quite special, and home to, of course, penguins amongst other creatures. Again a
level of protection and care mean that these species continue to exist, in common with the large tourist
industry that revolves them.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity
to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who
access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress
and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can
detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As
well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers
and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent
with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of
carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight
against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import
terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater
wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between
1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each
day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous
reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the
century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and
energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad
business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to
move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas
import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into
the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be
significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current
thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more

suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local
community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Chris Naylor
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The Terms of Reference at point 9 notes the project comprises 5 elements. This submission responds
to the EES on the first element: ‘a. mooring and operation of the FSRU, including transfer of liquified
natural gas (LNG) cargoes from visiting tankers and storage and regasification of LNG to natural gas’.
This appears a threshold element: if the proponent cannot demonstrate that proper planning
controls can be put in place at this point, the rest of the project would seem to fail.
How do we arrive at these planning controls?
They are in part the product of the EES.
The Terms of Reference at Attachment 1(i) states:
‘The EES is to document the investigation, avoidance and minimisation of potential environmental
effects of the proposal and relevant alternatives, as well as associated environmental mitigation and
management measures. The EES should address:
‘a. effects on biodiversity and ecological values within and near the proposed pipeline and gas
import facility at Crib Point, including potential impacts associated with the loss of native vegetation,
indirect and direct impacts on the habitat for listed threatened species of flora and fauna, and risks
to other ecological values and ecosystem services of conservation areas, nature parks, marine
reserves and Ramsar sites in proximity to the proposal;
b. effects from seawater intake to and cold water/residual chlorine discharges from the gas import
jetty facility, including potential medium and long-term effects on the ecology of the North Arm of
Western Port associated with changes to seawater quality and entrainment of larvae of marine
species (threatened and non-threatened)’.
The Terms of Reference at Attachment 1(iii) adds:
‘(iii) The level of detail of investigation for the EES studies should be consistent with the scoping
requirements issued for this project and be adequate to inform an assessment of the potential
environmental effects (and their acceptability) of the project and any relevant alternatives, in the
context of the Ministerial Guidelines.’
The question for determination on the first element of the project (Terms of Reference, point 9,
element ‘a’) then becomes:
Does the EES document the environmental management measures in a level of detail adequate to
inform an assessment of the potential environmental effects?
The following identifies aspects of the EES apposite to that question.
Entrainment – inlet position
The EES states that: ‘the placement and velocity of seawater inlets and outlet is an important factor
when seeking to limit entrainment of marine biota and debris (intakes) … The seawater inlets on the
side of the FSRU are at least two metres from the surface and three metres from the seabed to
minimise entrainment of biota, debris and sediments.’ (Chapter 6)
The effect of this planning control is unclear. No data is given on entrainment levels with or without
this in place. No data is given on entrainment levels at different heights (e.g. 3+ metres from surface)
in order to assess the optimal inlet height to minimise environmental effect.
Further information is required.

Entrainment – seasonal minimisation
The EES states: ‘To minimise potential entrainment impacts during periods of the year when fish
eggs and larvae are more prevalent in Western Port North Arm, a 14-day average (mean)
regasification flow of 312,000 m3/day is proposed between September and February (inclusive).’
(Chapter 4)
The effect of this planning control is unclear. No data is given on entrainment levels before and after
this control is in place.
In the absence of quantification, the effectiveness of this hazard mitigation is unknown.
Further information is required.
Entrainment – fish egg mortality
While natural mortality for plankton and invertebrate are given as a measure, the report is silent on
fish eggs. Further, the EES does not particularise the risk to fish eggs, forecasting generally ‘a slight
loss of fish eggs’. (Chapter 6)
Further information is required.
Entrainment – unquantified and undefined risk
The EES states: ‘The predicted percentage contribution of entrainment to loss compared with
natural mortality is small (less than 0.22 per cent over a 14-day period) and unlikely to have a
significant effect on the Western Port ecosystem’. (Chapter 6)
The probability range referred to by ‘unlikely’ is not given. The risk is not quantified.
As a measure, ‘significant’ is not defined. The predicted other-than-significant effect cannot be
known and the EES is silent on this. As such, the EES provides no positive prediction of the effect.
Further information is required.
Discharged water
The EES states: ‘Investigations carried out for the Project identified that the placement and velocity
of … outlets is an important factor when seeking to … ensure adequate mixing to return discharged
seawater back to ambient levels as quickly as possible (discharges).’ (Chapter 6)
How far discharged water spreads, and how long discharged water remains at odds with the
ambient water, is not specified.
Without this information it is unclear how the risk to marine life would be assessed.
Further information is required.
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AGL's proposed plan for a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit at Crib Point in
Westernport Bay has no economic or environmental merit. Why when Victoria is
facing both financial and climate crises, would it be responsible to invest in a new
fossil fuel project that provides no positive direction addressing carbon emissions or
longevity for energy provision , backed up by no long term local employment or
business investment. Australia is presently exporting gas from Qld. at a loss! Now is
the time to readdress overseas contracts, sure up Eastern gas storage and seriously
start the transition, investing in renewable energy solutions. 59,950 hectares of
Western Port Bay (WPB) is an internationally significant RAMSAR wetland
environment, home to several threatened species, migratory birds and precious
mangrove habitats. The carbon value of these wetlands is essential to our fight
against the effects of climate change. THIS SITE SHOULD NEVER BEEN CONSIDERED
SUITABLE - its ecological character must be maintained! EES Table 2-3 LNG Import
site evaluation itself highlights two issues with the potential for serious
environmental impact; 1. "proximity to rock armour potentially problematic for
incoming/outbound ships" An estimated 40 foreign LNG vessels accessing Berth 1
+ existing United Petroleum traffic/storage at Berth 2 combined with the well
documented strong tidal shifts of WPB - the risk of collision or incident navigating
around this armour is real. Where is the environmental risk assessment for an oil
spill at the site? 2. "seabed levelling works required" The scale of dredging works is
not specified nor an environmental impact study addressing the disturbed industry
deposits released during this sweeping. The bays precious seagrasses, sensitive
mangrove beds and marine life are at real risk! The wastewater from this terminalyes , 468 million litres of cooled chlorinated seawater spewed out into that precious
Bay each day. "Safe" concentration levels of chlorine have been detailed in this
report, factoring in calculated decay rates and plume behaviour. Where is the
assessment of the chlorine produced oxidants in this plume of waste? Only CPO
levels at the point of discharge were stated. Where is the study on the effects of the
total residual CPO on the Bays marine environment, factoring in marked tidal shifts
and varying plume density? The increased risk of introduced marine pests with the +
40 foreign LNG vessels!! the list goes on... In short , the risks are too high! there are
no gains from this proposed project NO NO AGL gas terminal for Westernport Bay!
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26 August 2020
My name is Carla tadich and I visit Westernport Bay often.
My mother lives in Somers. My family spend a lot of time walking, snorkelling, swimming and sailing
in Westernport. As a sea grass ecosystem has a wide range of species and is a breeding sanctuary for
many. We can’t afford this to he damaged
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most
is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike.
Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with.
Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of
the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance
of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and
operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria
and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value
areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has
so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal
should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the
end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded

assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine mammals.
The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1-in-2500 per year. Using their own
figures the actual calculated risk is 1-in-326. This means a 1-in-16 chance over the proposed 20-year
lifespan. It is likely that these numbers are conservative because the number of whales observed
with injuries consistent with ship strike is higher than the number of strikes reported by shipping
operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would have a low consequence to the visiting Southern
Right whale population is inconsistent with the Conservation Management Plan for Southern Right
whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the
local community to any harm.

Sincerely,
Carla tadich
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AGL has choices in where it chooses to locate such a facility. Its choice, we assume
as they are a corporation, will largely be dictated by financial considerations.
Similarly, when assessing the safety hazards and risks associated with the project
and the extent to which it is prepared to mitigate the risks, financial consideration
will be a significant factor for the proponents. Indeed, language such as
‘affordability’ and ‘reduced so far as is reasonably practicable’ are used many times
throughout the document and also in their conclusion statement. Mornington
Peninsular residents and businesses (especially, but not exclusively those at Crib
point) and the many recreational users of the area will have no choice but to accept
the risks associated with this project and the resultant consequence of any risk
events, while at the same time having no ability to affect the likelihood of those
risks. Only the proponents will have the ability to reduce the risk likelihood and even
they will only reduce the likelihood to a level that they deem ‘reasonably
practicable’. The Victorian Government also has choices in how it may choose to
resolve any perceived short-term energy shortages that Victoria may have. There
are other options proposed where it could be argued that the potential for safety
risk consequences to any residents or casual uses of an area are much less likely
than at Crib Point. AGL’s response to concerns is to acknowledge that the
community may be ‘taking one for the team I oppose this project on Environmental,
lifestyle impact and safety grounds. It conflicts with the long term plans for the
Mornington Peninsular and will do harm to the very things that make this peninsular
special, thereby risking our futures. AGL get to spend years writing their EES and
opponents have only 40 days to write an informed submission against it (we asked
for an extension and it was declined, even though we're in lockdown and cannot get
out to communicate about it).
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My name is Louise Goff and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for
the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces
can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities
who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term
mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas
of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and
light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales
as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the
perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as
a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle
of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is
so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine
life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and
in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause
22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements
this proposal should not continue.

Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands
are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite
occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands
such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast
quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a
defense against the impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect
marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies
of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in
Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these
inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural
changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise
would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect
the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment
of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact
on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There
are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we
meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the
unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Louise Goff
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EES SUBMNISSION ON THE AGL FLOATING GAS TERMINAL AT CRIB POINT ON BEHALF
OF THE VICTORIAN FISHING CHARTER ASSOCIATION

Author Robert Harrison
Author history.
Robert Harrison has fished Westernport since the aged of 10 years old with his
father, recreational and commercial charter boat owner/operator, Rob is now 71
so 61 years of experience makes him a practical expert of this waterway.
Rob has conducted countless talks at angling clubs on Westernport and how to
fish for all species of fish with a major emphasis on understanding tides and flow
being a critical part in the understanding of mechanics of Westernport.

When I first heard of the proposal I was concerned as I had always had the belief that
Westernport was a very fragile waterway with an ecosystem that could be damaged
with the slightest negative environment impact event. Specially, environmental impact
of any kind caused by one of the three existing commercial industries currently
situated along the shores of WP. Greatly any impact whatsoever would prove very
detrimental to the entire waterway on the western shores.
Westernport was once a pristine waterway until the dredging of channels commenced
in the northern and eastern end of the port on farmland and the run off of fertilisers.
Dredging started for both shipping terminals at Esso and Lysarts. This dredging
greatly caused vast volumes of sediment to flow down the port, effectively covering
many sandy areas which in turn then killed massive amounts of seagrass and
mangrove bushes. Since then the seagrass has been slowly making a comeback,
mainly with the help of caring community groups replanting mangroves and seagrass.
I joined the AGL community page to ask essential questions that till today still require
scientific answers by qualified experts. Clearly, I was motivated to engage and learn
as a result of the AGL information I reviewed was in direct conflict with my practical
experience. In part, AGL’s reply to a question caused my interest to increase tenfold.

An AGL Representative stated the following on their community page.
“The expert authors did not consider there is any impact on the Yaringa Marine
Park. You are welcome to provide an alternative view but because they disagree
with you doesn’t mean they are lying or trying to be misleading.”
To this end, many community members are extremely disappointed by the fact that
AGL claimed that investigations for the EES in the marine environment, including the
proposed gas pipeline were conducted by independent, so called expert companies.
The Marine investigation was prepared by Jacobs Group. AGL paid for this report.
This is certainly not independent reporting. The Pipeline ESS investigation, was
conducted by a company named APA. This company is in fact involved in a
partnership with AGL on this project. They are also contracted to build the pipeline to
the Pakenham/Dandenong terminals which is owned by APA. This is like asking a
bank robber to investigate the feasibility of robbing a bank. How can this be allowed?
This pipeline destroys the habitat of the close to endangered Southern Brown
Bandicoot so how can APA give a fair assessment, impossible.
AGL wrote:
The claim you referred to is from the Marine Ecosystem Protected Matters
Assessment, located on page 4. This was a preliminary investigation and
undertaken by CEE Environmental Scientists and Engineers, not AGL. Jacobs
Group was engaged by AGL to undertake planning and environmental
assessments for the AGL Gas Import Jetty Project. Jacobs engaged
CEE Environmental Scientists and Engineers to define the marine
environmental characteristics and identify key potential risks to the marine
environment from the development and operation of the Project.
My submission is based on the damage the gas terminal will do to the fragile
Westernport Ecco system, mores so in particular the protected Yaringa Marine park.
The AGL document consists of 11,000 pages. This would take me (and other
concerned sources) far too long to read, digest, research and to formally respond in
reasonable time. For this reason, I have made my submission available with the use
of the AGL community page, to help others ask questions during the course of its life
to obtain answers from AGL.

During that time many questions I asked were either not answered or answered with
what I would call misleading information and data. I became more concerned with
their lack of response to questions and decided to attend their community info
meeting. At this meeting it proved extremely difficult to find someone from AGL who
was willing to answer my questions because when I did find someone to ask a
question, each person told me my questions were not their expertise and would direct
me to someone else who in turn would say the same.
My submission is in several parts. Each part is a factual account of what can / will
happen in and around the terminal. Further, the use of the marine waters for their
project which is very important as it in turn leads into the final and most important part
on the effect/damage of what will be the result in a marine park. I have to explain this
in practical terms because of AGL’s use of misleading information, the use of data
that is not in actual real time or practical events.
There will be considerable amount of information on the tide flow in and around the
terminal which will contradict the AGL data. I have broken the subjects into each item.

THE TIDAL FLOW OF WESTERNPORT AND SPEED
Misleading information from AGL.
A/ They use the whole amount of water flowing into Westernport via the Western
entrance to compare the amount of water they will use.
B/ They use the total amount of water for the north arm which includes the eastern
channel against French Island in another attempt to show a dilution of how much
water is used.
C/ They use the average mean annual tide flow of 0.9 knots which in practical terms
is very misleading.
D/ The use of the tide flowing North-South but add an East-West flow influence which
is misleading.

A/ They use the whole amount of water flowing into Westernport via the Western
entrance.
My response:
The western entrance is a very wide body of fast flowing water and is several miles
wide from Philip Island to Flinders/mainland Victoria. The tidal flow travels in a North
east direction then an East-West direction {an Easterly direction on an incoming tide}.
To the left is a sand bank called the middle bank that runs from Flinders east to Sandy
point. On the right is a reef that runs out from Philip Island which rises up from a
depth of 21 meters to 5 meters which causes the tidal movement to move in all
different directions and at times huge pressure waves. {a series of waves that wind
against tide and the force of tidal water hitting shallow reefs create vertical waves}.

AGL wrote this in answer to one of my questions:
"For context, the volume of seawater from Bass Strait entering the Western Arm
each day is 0.8 km3 (Westernport Science Review, page 53). This is 800,000
million litres, equivalent to 1,770 times the daily amount of cooling water used
by the FSRU when operating at the highest discharge case”
This is using a total figure of water entering Westernport to deliberately mislead the
public and the EES! The only water the AGL terminal will use for heating is under
and around the terminal. The area of where the terminal will be is 300m x 50m x 18m
which equals 270,000 cubic metres making a total of 270,000,000 litres of water. The
area where the terminal is at berth at low tide is 300m x 50m x 4m that is 60,000 cubic
meters or 60,000,000 million litres. {the use of 4 meters is due to low tide at 16m depth
and the terminal draft of 4 meters} The area around where the inlet and outlet valves
are situated is a 30m span, so to calculate the area the water is being pumped in and
out is 30m x 50m x 4m is 6000 cubic meters or 6 million litres. The water is being
drawn and pumped out at 19,000,000 litres an hour recycling the water many times.
The FSRU will pump in and out 19,000,000 per hour at a temperature of 7 deg C less
than the ambient temperature and Chlorinated. So when the tidal movement has
slowed or stopped the water around the terminal has had 38 million litres pumped into
the area decreasing the water temperature and concentrating the chlorination of the
water in a two hour period.
B/ AGL use the total amount of water for the north arm which includes the
eastern channel against French Island in claiming the amount of water for
comparison to the use of cooling water.
The tide flows from the western entrance towards the township of Cowes where it
divides with the majority of water continuing in an easterly direction towards the town
of Corinella. On the left is the north arm where the tide turns and heads north splitting
into two channels divided by the Middle spit. The proposed Terminal is situated on
the far left of the area between French Island and the mainland, which means only a
small amount of water compared to what enters the port and even less water than the

total that is flowing in the North arm. AGL use the total amount of water, again very
misleading.
C/ AGL use the average mean annual tide flow of 0.9 knots which in practical
terms is misleading
In all calculations AGL use a mean annual average speed of the tidal flow which for
their purpose aids them in misleading the distance, the speed and turbulence of the
water around the terminal. In practical terms the tide in Westernport can be divided
into two types, fast and slow and I will use this with graphs to demonstrate what that
means.
The tide flows past the terminal in a North-South direction but due to the seabed
having reefs made from rock and a natural phenomenon called sand waves where
the sand builds into ridges as a series of waves caused by the tide flow.

As the tide flows over these reefs and sand waves the flow is pushed sideways and
upwards thus causing a slight current that will flow in a variety of directions which
can be seen as small to medium swirls similar to a whirlpool.
WHAT HAPPENS AROUND THE TERMINAL
In describing what occurs we have to use the two tide flows, fast and slow and add
the input and outflow of the water needed by AGL to heat up the liquid gas.
AGL claim the super chilled water of 7 deg C below the ambient temperature will
disperse in 50 meters of being pumped out. So, an ambient temperature of 11 deg C
during winter will be pumped out at a temperature of 5deg C and at 18 million liters
per hour at a speed of 10.5 knots.
AGL wrote
“The plumes would be discharged horizontally at about 2 m below the
surface. After a travel distance of 9 m from the vessel, the velocity will have

reduced to 1 m/s, and the temperature in the plume will then be 1.1oC cooler
than ambient."
My comment: it is inconceivable a flow of 10.5 knots will dissipate in 9 metres. I am
also very concerned at the diagram AGL have on the intake valves and output valves
being 3 meters above the seabed. {they say 2m below} At 19,000,000 litres an hour
the seabed will be destroyed, the turbulence will be horrific for any marine animals
anywhere near the gas terminal.

AGL wrote:
"For a short period around slack water, the plumes will reach the seabed (with
a temperature about 0.3 degrees below ambient). As the currents increase (with
the following ebb or flood tide), the pool of colder water on the seabed in the
port around the FSRU will be mixed upward into the passing seawater flow.
Within a few hundred metres, the temperature difference will be under 0.1oC
and within a kilometre, the temperature difference will be around 0.01oC."
I wrote previously about fast and slow tides; this statement is where understanding
the tides of Westernport is critical in every aspect of boating and fishing and now in
the dispersing of the seawater the terminal is pumping out. During a dead or slow tide,
the flow of water can be almost non-existent for up to 4 hours but for this example we
will use a 2-hour period where the water is at a standstill, which is definitely not a
“short time”.
The terminal will be drawing in 18 million litres an hour creating a very turbulent area
around the intake and underneath the terminal. While on the opposite side the water
is being pumped out at the same speed creating more turbulent water causing
damage to the seabed which AGL has passed over with minimal research. It will also
cause any living creature such as dolphins, penguins and fish extreme danger of
which most would not be able to escape from being drawn into the inlets. The outflow
of the same volume and flow speed of 10.5 knots in conjunction with an inlet in a body

of water that is stationary is going to create a massive area of highly turbulent water.
It is not unreasonable to believe there would be a strong current created between the
inlet and outlet and at the same time super chilling the water and adding more and
more chlorinated water to the area around the terminal. Below is the tide chart for
one day from the Flinders University, it is a low tide flow. These slow tides occur every
second week and last 7 days.

2019 Wednesday the 6th of March {Finders University}
HIGH 1:32 am
2.52 m
LOW 7:14 am
1.23 m
HIGH 1:26 pm
2.26 m
LOW 7:28 pm
0.88 m
You will see the tide rises 1.23m over a time span of 6hrs 12 min which means it is
very slow, using an average that is 20 cm per hour is not practical, but in real terms
you have to use the 12ths chart of flow. This is based on a 1.2m tide and is the height
the water rises over 6 hours.
First hour
Second hour
Third hour
Fourth hour
Fifth hour
Sixth hour

.10
.20
.30
.30
.20
.10

You will see the mid tides are the fastest rise and as the tide nears the bottom or top
it slows dramatically with the last two hours rise or fall a total of .30cm which is
extremely slow. The water around the terminal is almost stationary and very turbulent
by the intake and output of the seawater, mixing the super chilled high chlorinated

water with the ambient seawater temperature but at the same time recycling the same
chilled high chlorinated water. It is not unlikely that on a stationary tide the water will
be recycled twice per hour in the area around the Terminal inlet and outlets, so a dead
tide of two hours the water in the immediate vicinity can be recycled 4 times.
So why didn’t AGL look at the distance the plume of super chilled highly chlorinated
water travel during a 6-hour incoming tide? Is it due to their data that shows it will stop
flowing and disperse all within 50 meters? This is a critical point in understanding if
this water will enter a highly protected Marine park. They made statements that the
water will disperse to the seabed being cold water, no mention of what the chlorine
will do, but that is all a fallacy. The super chilled water that has been highly chlorinated
and super chilled will not sink to the bottom because it is already covering the whole
area around and beneath the terminal pumps.
This body of water that is 7 deg C lower than the ambient temperature and will start
moving in a Northerly direction as one very large plume. The reason is the water south
of this plume will start pushing it north and will travel at the same speed, the water
north of the plume will be pushed by the plume at the same speed all heading north.
In a time span of 6 hours 12 min the plume will enter the Marine park at some stage.
AGL decided not to do any research into the damage super chilled water will do in a
state Marine park which has very strict protection laws associated with heavy fines
and jail terms, yet AGL did not consider this, why? They also have dismissed the
effect this plume of water will do to all marine and plant life in between the terminal
and the Marine park. The seagrass which has been slowly making a comeback will
not be able to withstand such a dramatic change in temperature, then add the
chlorinated water neither plant or animal life will survive. The larger mobile animals
will be able to move away, but the home to them and their food source will not survive
making that area a marine desert.
On the fast tides there will be less super chilled water and less chlorine as it will spread
out but there will be some and the speed this smaller plume will travel can be up to
12 nautical miles which the marine park is only 7 nautical miles from the terminal.
There will be some damage to the Marine park but for some unexplained reason AGL

failed to do any independent scientific research, again the question has to be asked
as to why?

NOW TO THE FAST TIDES AND WHAT HAPPENS AROUND THE TERMINAL.

The tide chart below from the Flinders university is a chart of a rise of
2.85m
FRI 7 JUN 2019
3:04
HIGH am
2.71 m
8:58
LOW am
0.39 m
4:13
HIGH pm
3.24 m
9:46
LOW pm
1.06 m
Using the 12ths table {not 100% accurate just a guide}
First hour
Second hour
Third hour
Fourth hour
Fifth hour
Sixth hour

.20
.40
.80
.80
.40
.20

The 3rd and 4th hours are the fastest and can be over 3 knots in flow speed. The
change from a runout tide to a run in tide can be 20 minutes. The intake and outflow
of the terminal remains the same at 18 million liters an hour and 10.5 knot flow speed.
A fast tide has other effects that need to be considered. AGL made claims about the
whole system and how the super-chilled chlorinated water will disperse within 90m of
discharge with data that is flawed when used in practical terms and at times just does
not make sense.
If the flow of the tide is at its peak travelling north or south the outflow of pumped
water is travelling at 10.5 knots into water that is already travelling at 3knots will have
a speed close to around 10 or 11 knots with a flow never seen in Westernport. The
distance that will travel will have a lot of factors that will contribute to how far, how big
the seas will be, how the temperature and chlorine is dispersed and the damage it will
cause on the already damaged seabed.
On an incoming tide {north flowing} and a 20-knot northerly {against the tide} The seas
within hundreds of meters of the terminal will be bordering on the extreme with
pressure waves up to 3/4m high. This occurs when the wind is blowing against tide
and any flowing waterway with a wind force against it will cause vertical pressure
waves which is very dangerous to water craft, but in this case a tidal flow never seen
in Westernport will be dangerous to most craft. When the winds are over 30 knots the
pressure waves can be over 2 meters but that is with a tidal flow of 3 knots this will be
10/11knots, the entrance to the port of Hastings will be huge seas.
If it is an outgoing tide and a 20 knot southerly blowing against the tide we will have
the same situation except as the flow of water at a much increased speed will hit the
Stoney point reefs where it comes up from 12mtrs to 4mts and that will cause
extremely vertical pressure waves situated very close to the Stoney point pier, having
a ferry service and a public boat ramp will make it very dangerous for any vessel.
The failure by AGL to mention this and dismiss it with the water will disperse within
90m is again totally misleading. That also fits in with the water temperature they claim
will mix with the tide, very misleading.

Westernport has a vast range in tidal flows it also is susceptible to winds which can
stir up the whole bay which in turn causes the massive amount of dead weed to be
churned up into the whole water way. The 19 million liters of water being pumped into
the terminal will become clogged up within minutes. Many times it is impossible to fish
due to the amount of weed, sometimes it is difficult to bring in an anchor because of
the amount of weed on the rope chain and anchor, so 18 million liters being sucked
in will clog up within minutes.
My practical test on the 2nd of October 2019
I have placed my charter boat next to the Crib point pier then dropped a floatation
buoy with it half under water. The tide was a medium tide and within the six hours drift
I and the floatation buoy were in the marine park and I still had 90 minutes to spare.
WED 2 OCT 2019
3:15
HIGH am
3.15 m
8:54
LOW am
0.60 m
3:25
HIGH pm
2.96 m
9:12
LOW pm
0.23 m
All tides are connected to the moon phases which determines the speed of the flow
of water.
Moon phases are:
Full moon, first quarter, new moon, third quarter

Each week the tides run slow fast slow fast. With the tide flow and wind the speed can
vary, can have pressure waves up to two meters and dirty water that is full of dead
weed, something Westernport is renowned for. Many get confused as to the speed of
the tide.
AGL has used the average annual speed of flow in their calculations.

Conclusion
In today’s industrial world environmental excellence forms paramount reality by force
of legal and operational obligations. Essential zero-harm best practises apply. It’s
everyone’s responsibility from top to bottom to ensure future generations gain benefit
as a direct result of decisions made today.
The essence of any EIS investigation process is aimed at ensuring informed decisionmaking and environmental accountability. The proposed AGL project must rely on
absolute fact derived from sound investigations It’s clearly evident that AGL have
failed to conduct proper due diligence to best identify adverse or potential
environmental impact risk in Western Port by the proposed plant.
AGL have not demonstrated to the maximum environmental extent that they have
complied with proper investigation practises in order to substantiate operational
excellence will result by the proposed plant.
I strongly oppose the AGL project until they guarantee zero-harm will be achieved.
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AGL's proposed gas import terminal will only slow the transition away from fossil
fuels that we urgently need and therefore the project cannot be deemed
environmentally sound. This project will make it impossible for the Victorian
government to reach its target of net zero emissions by 2050. To avoid catastrophic
climate change, Australia and the world need to shift to the use of renewable
energy. Financial markets have recognised the shift in energy production to
renewable energy and prices in these energy sources have dropped, investment is
increasing and consequently, our projected gas requirements have fallen. Gas is
becoming obsolete and further investment in gas infrastructure is not only terrible
for our climate but also economically short-sighted. AGL's gas import terminal is
proposed to be built in close proximity to RAMSAR wetlands and could have
irreversible consequences on the local environment. Too many times we have seen
companies claim they have fully considered every possible environmental scenario
and have safeguards in place to prevent problems arising and too many times these
measures have fallen short of protecting the environment. Any industrial work near
these wetlands will have both foreseen and unforeseen effects, RAMSAR wetlands
are too important to take a chance with and this site is simply not suitable for this
level of industrial activity. What other wetlands have had gas import terminals
constructed close to them and at what proximity? What environmental monitoring
has taken place and over what time period? What kind of environmental impacts
were observed in this monitoring? What are the similarities and differences
between the wetlands and gas import projects referenced and AGL's proposed
project at Crib Point? How can we be sure that the data collected from other similar
wetland/gas import terminal setups can be accurately used to predict the
environmental effects of AGL's proposed project on the RAMSAR wetlands in
Westernport Bay?
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Marty Nelson-Williams
Crib Point Enquiry and Advisory Committee
25 August 2020

EES Response
Crib Point Gas Import Facility and Pipeline Project
My name is Marty Nelson-Williams, I am a musician and the musical coordinator at
Peninsula Hot Springs. I have lived in Balnarring on the Mornington Peninsula for over 20
years, and with my wife have brought up 3 daughters. This is an idyllic natural
environment on the shores of Westernport Bay/ Mar-ran biik/ Warn mar-rin, the lands of
our Boonwurung/ Bunurong people who have been living and caring for this country for
tens of thousands of years. It is of great importance to us at this time that we pay our
respects to all of their ancestors and leaders past and present, as we learn to listen
together and care for country well into the future, not only here in Victoria, but across our
whole nation and around the world.
We are in this together.
In my response to the EES I would like to focus on 2 major points :
1. The initial assumption that gas is the best way forward.
For AGL to propose such a short sighted, environmentally destructive and short term
energy solution for the people of Victoria, and our neighbouring states, is not only fool
hardy, but an insult to our intelligence and capacity to embrace new solutions to bring
about meaningful and lasting change. We are most deeply connected to the long term
values of this place, we are here for life, and we are looking forward to manifesting
together much longer term and sustainable energy solutions, for Victoria and the rest of
our Nation. We are also ready to join in with all who have been before us, along with the
rapidly growing movement globally, that is not going to wait a minute longer in making the
move away from energy provided by the burning of fossil fuels, to the necessary rapid
uptake of 100% sustainably produced and regenerative green energy solutions, for us
and for all future generations.
In a recent article by Nick O’Malley published in the Age on August 25, a letter from
professor Will Steﬀen (ANU’s Climate Change Institute) and the Australian Scientific
community to Australia’s Chief Scientist Alan Finkel, states that Alan Finkel’s support for
gas as a transition fuel to cleaner energy systems in 20-30 years, “is not consistent with a
safe climate”.
It also goes on to say that ”the combustion of natural gas is now the fastest growing
source of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere, and the most important greenhouse gas
driving climate change. On a decadal time frame, methane is a far more potent
greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide.
In Australia, the rapid rise in methane emissions is due to the expansion of the natural gas
industry. The rate of methane leakage from the full gas economy, from exploration
through to end use, has far exceeded earlier estimates.”
EES Response

The article goes on to state that “the Federal Government’s gas-led economic recovery
from the economic crisis caused by COVID-19, caused concern among elements of the
scientific community who see gas as an increasingly destructive global warming agent.”
I feel it is incumbent upon our generation, to reduce our gas consumption here in Victoria,
as a matter of urgency, and increase our uptake of renewable technologies, if we are to
be able to slow the eﬀects of climate change across the whole planet.
2. The EES seems to grossly minimise the value placed on the ecological and cultural
significance of the waterways, shorelines and habitat/land in the vicinity of the Crib Point
Jetty and pipeline works.
Our environment IS our economy, and our community is heavily invested in its current and
future well being. Our Mornington Peninsula home and its bays now attract hundreds of
thousands of national and international visitors and millions of sea birds and wildlife to its
shores and waters each year to partake in the benefits of its natural, beautiful and healthy
thriving environment.
We are not separate from the land and the waters of Westernport Bay/Mar-ran biik/Warn
mar-rin, we are intimately connected to it and the life that is intertwined within it.
There has also never been a better time on the planet for us to listen, and to learn from
each other and more significantly, from mother nature.
This is what interests and concerns me the most about what I see as lacking in AGL’s
EES….the value of the existing environmental and culturally significant site, to not only
the Westernport biosphere, but to the broader global community and ecosystem.
A $7.5Million fund to be administered by the neighbouring communities is neither
culturally appropriate or relevant, and is nothing short of a token bribe.
I feel that the environmental, social and cultural health of our local and broader
community will be profoundly harmed if we allow this project to proceed anywhere near
this priceless RAMSAR recognised wetlands, including 3 Marine National Parks and
greater UNESCO biosphere.
“We are the land, we are the waters,
we are what lives beneath the surface.
We stand as one, all sons and daughters,
and through our hands, our mother nurtures”
From the song “Through Our Hands” Williams/Sykes/Webber Aug. 2020
Submitted as a YouTube link here as part of my response also.
https://youtu.be/LRxYeLPsZAU
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Marty Nelson-Williams
Crib Point Enquiry and Advisory Committee
25 August 2020

EES Response
Crib Point Gas Import Facility and Pipeline Project
My name is Marty Nelson-Williams, I am a musician and the musical coordinator at
Peninsula Hot Springs. I have lived in Balnarring on the Mornington Peninsula for over 20
years, and with my wife have brought up 3 daughters. This is an idyllic natural
environment on the shores of Westernport Bay/ Mar-ran biik/ Warn mar-rin, the lands of
our Boonwurung/ Bunurong people who have been living and caring for this country for
tens of thousands of years. It is of great importance to us at this time that we pay our
respects to all of their ancestors and leaders past and present, as we learn to listen
together and care for country well into the future, not only here in Victoria, but across our
whole nation and around the world.
We are in this together.
In my response to the EES I would like to focus on 2 major points :
1. The initial assumption that gas is the best way forward.
For AGL to propose such a short sighted, environmentally destructive and short term
energy solution for the people of Victoria, and our neighbouring states, is not only fool
hardy, but an insult to our intelligence and capacity to embrace new solutions to bring
about meaningful and lasting change. We are most deeply connected to the long term
values of this place, we are here for life, and we are looking forward to manifesting
together much longer term and sustainable energy solutions, for Victoria and the rest of
our Nation. We are also ready to join in with all who have been before us, along with the
rapidly growing movement globally, that is not going to wait a minute longer in making the
move away from energy provided by the burning of fossil fuels, to the necessary rapid
uptake of 100% sustainably produced and regenerative green energy solutions, for us
and for all future generations.
In a recent article by Nick O’Malley published in the Age on August 25, a letter from
professor Will Steﬀen (ANU’s Climate Change Institute) and the Australian Scientific
community to Australia’s Chief Scientist Alan Finkel, states that Alan Finkel’s support for
gas as a transition fuel to cleaner energy systems in 20-30 years, “is not consistent with a
safe climate”.
It also goes on to say that ”the combustion of natural gas is now the fastest growing
source of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere, and the most important greenhouse gas
driving climate change. On a decadal time frame, methane is a far more potent
greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide.
In Australia, the rapid rise in methane emissions is due to the expansion of the natural gas
industry. The rate of methane leakage from the full gas economy, from exploration
through to end use, has far exceeded earlier estimates.”
EES Response

The article goes on to state that “the Federal Government’s gas-led economic recovery
from the economic crisis caused by COVID-19, caused concern among elements of the
scientific community who see gas as an increasingly destructive global warming agent.”
I feel it is incumbent upon our generation, to reduce our gas consumption here in Victoria,
as a matter of urgency, and increase our uptake of renewable technologies, if we are to
be able to slow the eﬀects of climate change across the whole planet.
2. The EES seems to grossly minimise the value placed on the ecological and cultural
significance of the waterways, shorelines and habitat/land in the vicinity of the Crib Point
Jetty and pipeline works.
Our environment IS our economy, and our community is heavily invested in its current and
future well being. Our Mornington Peninsula home and its bays now attract hundreds of
thousands of national and international visitors and millions of sea birds and wildlife to its
shores and waters each year to partake in the benefits of its natural, beautiful and healthy
thriving environment.
We are not separate from the land and the waters of Westernport Bay/Mar-ran biik/Warn
mar-rin, we are intimately connected to it and the life that is intertwined within it.
There has also never been a better time on the planet for us to listen, and to learn from
each other and more significantly, from mother nature.
This is what interests and concerns me the most about what I see as lacking in AGL’s
EES….the value of the existing environmental and culturally significant site, to not only
the Westernport biosphere, but to the broader global community and ecosystem.
A $7.5Million fund to be administered by the neighbouring communities is neither
culturally appropriate or relevant, and is nothing short of a token bribe.
I feel that the environmental, social and cultural health of our local and broader
community will be profoundly harmed if we allow this project to proceed anywhere near
this priceless RAMSAR recognised wetlands, including 3 Marine National Parks and
greater UNESCO biosphere.
“We are the land, we are the waters,
we are what lives beneath the surface.
We stand as one, all sons and daughters,
and through our hands, our mother nurtures”
From the song “Through Our Hands” Williams/Sykes/Webber Aug. 2020
Submitted as a YouTube link here as part of my response also.
https://youtu.be/LRxYeLPsZAU
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Westernport bay is a pristine area with thriving biodiversity. Not to mention all the
people that use it for surfing and other water sports. On top of all of this I strongly
oppose any sort of fossil fuel related construction in Australia no matter where it is.
As the climate crisis is one of the most pressing issues of our time and by building
this it would be taking a giant step backwards instead of progressing like the rest of
the world.
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My name is Cheryl Madden and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Any wetlands are important to victorians and this this Bay Area is internationally
recognised for wetlands and wildlife. The world can see it’s value but we can’t ? Of
course we can !! The destruction is indefensible . I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in
Victoria. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for
residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to
be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high
noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The
increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion
zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend
with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and
toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse
ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home
to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered
Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most
significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect
the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an
incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how the effects of this input. Please don’t allow this project
to go ahead .
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I am a qualified Environmental Scientist and I oppose the Gas Import Jetty Works
and Pipeline Works in Westernport Bay, my backyard. Westernport Bay is a UNESCO
(United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation) Biosphere Reserve,
and is also listed on the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance - under RAMSAR we have an international responsibility to do our part
in halting the worldwide loss of wetlands and to conserve, through wise use and
management, those that remain. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to
468 million litres of chlorinated water each day. They would draw this water from
the Bay and use it to thaw the frozen gas. The water would be chlorinated to destroy
all living material, and cooled by around 7 degrees Celsius before being dumped
back into the Bay.It not okay to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of Victoria’s most previous environments and an internationally
significant wetland that we have agreed to protect. Negative impacts on these
natural values of Westernport Bay will not only destroy precious habitat, but cause
many people to lose their jobs, and cause a significant loss in the Victorian Tourism
sector, and lose valuable ecosystem services provided by the natural state of
Westernport Bay - estimated to be worth up to $2.6 billion per year, and hold a
present value between $7 billion and $88 billion (Australian Conservation
Foundation). Over the next 30 years, the world will move away from using roughly
$3 trillion per year of coal, gas and oil and point of production to other lower or zero
carbon alternatives such as renewable energies. Renewable energy sources will
replace gas, and this is being reflected in energy markets. AEMO adjusted its
Victorian gas-powered generation forecast, assuming that gas consumption will be
dramatically below what was previously thought. This is because of a higher
penetration of renewables into the market than previously forecasted
(https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/gas/national planning and forecasting/gsoo/2
020/2020-gas-statement-of-opportunities.pdf?la=en), and highlights how ridiculous
constructing a floating gas terminal in Westernport. As the world moves away from
fossil fuels, onto renewables - companies like AGL that cannot see the future will
become extinct. It is a waste of tax payers money for the Victorian Government to
support such outdated and profit-loss companies. As a Victorian and Westernport
resident, to see the Victorian Government approve this proposal would be so
upsetting. As an Environmental Scientist the environmental outcomes are too much
to risk alone, let alone the economic flow on. It is a no brainer - don’t approve.
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As just one person in the small community of Phillip Island I am horrified to read of
the proposed pipeline project. With no hard science behind the protection of the
marine environment in Westernport I have no faith that this project will be anything
less than appallingly damaging.
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My name is Paige Busbridge and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I grew up on the Mornington Peninsula so Westernport Bay has always been a big
part of my life. From school camps to learning to surf, I have so many fond memories
that I hope to give my children similar experiences.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents
and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be
affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise.
The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will
mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers
will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic
chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future
but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees

Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from
fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered
fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business.
Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Paige Busbridge

My name is Paige Busbridge and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I grew up on the Mornington Peninsula so Westernport Bay has always been a big
part of my life. From school camps to learning to surf, I have so many fond memories
that I hope to give my children similar experiences.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents
and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be
affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise.
The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will
mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers
will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic
chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future
but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees

Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from
fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered
fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business.
Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Paige Busbridge
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AGL PROPOSED GAS IMPORT JETTY AND PIPELINE PROJECT I am writing this
submission to oppose the proposed AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project (the
Project). I am very concerned that the Environment Effects Statement (EES)
prepared for the Project fails to address the damage done to our climate by the gas
industry. The Climate change risk report at Attachment IV of the EES (Attachment
IV) only addresses the impact of climate change on the Project itself over its
projected lifetime. However neither the EES nor Attachment IV adequately discuss
or address the overwhelming scientific evidence that demonstrates that our climate
is critically and negatively impacted by the continued use of gas and all fossil fuels.
Attachment IV (Section 3.1) notes that recent data from the Victorian Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) indicates that global greenhouse
emissions are increasing at a rate that is consistent with a future where there is little
curbing of emissions. And yet if approved, every step of the Project’s operations
(such as gas extraction, transport, refrigeration and compression, shipping and
regasification) will burn more fossil fuel and contribute to worsening climate change.
This is unthinkable in light of the DELWP data, as well as world-wide scientific
evidence. The Project’s capacity to deliver up to 160 petajoules of natural gas per
annum is inconsistent with the Victorian Government’s stated policies to move
rapidly towards a sustainable future by using renewable energy sources. It is also
inconsistent with AGL’s own Greenhouse Gas Policy and with rapid world-wide
moves away from fossil fuels and to encouraging and pursuing renewable energy
sources. The Project should not be approved. Thank you for the opportunity to
make this submission. Ken Hudson
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My name is Ted Tilbrook and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Lovely bit of land that shouldn't be harmed. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a
popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding
areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve
area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the
strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship
traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore,
current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewate
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G’day, my name is Thomas Nixon, I am a qualified Ecologist, and I am writing a submission
to oppose the Gas Import Jetty Works and Pipeline Works in Westernport Bay, my backyard.
Westernport Bay is a UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation) Biosphere Reserve, and is also listed on the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands
of International Importance - the first modern treaty between nations aimed at conserving
natural resources - and under this treaty we have an international responsibility to do our part
in halting the worldwide loss of wetlands and to conserve, through wise use and
management, those that remain. It is completely inappropriate to build an operate a gas
import terminal in the middle of one of Victoria’s most previous environments and an
internationally significant wetland that we have agreed to protect. AGL’s Environmental Effect
Statement does not properly address the risk of oil spills from increased traffic (a disaster for
marine life including penguins, whales, dolphins, seals and seabirds). Negative impacts on
these natural values of Westernport Bay will not only destroy precious habitat, but cause
many people to lose their jobs, and cause a significant loss in the Victorian Tourism sector,
and lose valuable ecosystem services provided by the natural state of Westernport Bay estimated to be worth up to $2.6 billion per year, and hold a present value between $7 billion
and $88 billion (Australian Conservation Foundation, The ecosystem service value of
Westernport
Bay
https://www.wppcinc.org/uploads/3/8/0/4/3804358/estimating the ecosystem service value
of western port - acf neas 2.pdf)
Over the next 30 years, the world will move away from using roughly $3 trillion per year of
coal, gas and oil and point of production to other lower or zero carbon alternatives such as
renewable energies. The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition
away from fossil fuels. According to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and
CSIRO renewables have become the cheapest alternative for new power production (CSIRO
and AEMO (2018) GenCost 2018, Updated projections of electricity generation technology
costs, https://publications.csiro.au/rpr/pub?pid=csiro:EP189502). The reduction in the cost of
wind, solar and batteries has radically changed the electricity markets. In the United States
there are plans in Arizona, Colorado, Florida and New Mexico to replace coal fired power
stations without adding any new gas power stations (https://ieefa.org/ieefa-u-s-utilities-arenow-skipping-the-gas-bridge-in-transition-from-coal-to-renewables/). This shows that any
claims around the role that gas will play in the energy transition are based on outdated
assumptions. Renewable energy sources will replace gas, and this is being reflected in
energy markets. AEMO adjusted its Victorian gas-powered generation forecast, assuming
that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was previously thought. This is because
of a higher penetration of renewables into the market than previously forecasted
(https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/gas/national planning and forecasting/gsoo/2020/2020gas-statement-of-opportunities.pdf?la=en), and highlights the inappropriateness of
constructing a floating gas terminal in Westernport - or anywhere - in this current climate. As
the world moves away from fossil fuels, companies like AGL that cannot see the future will,
like dinosaurs, become extinct, while others, who seize the opportunity of renewables, will
see profits soar. AGL has seen profits decline over recent years ($816 million in 2020, down
from $1,040 million in 2019) and will continue to do so as they fail to adapt to a new way of
doing things.
It would disappoint me, as a Victorian and Westernport resident, to see the Victorian
Government approve this proposal. As an Ecologist the environmental outcomes terrify me,
so that is why I have instead decided to focus on the economic arguments here - and have
deduced that they too, do not stack up, and are not worth the risk for our state, country and
planet.
Do not hesitate to get in contact with me for any further detail.

G’day, my name is Thomas Nixon, I am a qualified Ecologist, and I am writing a submission
to oppose the Gas Import Jetty Works and Pipeline Works in Westernport Bay, my backyard.
Westernport Bay is a UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation) Biosphere Reserve, and is also listed on the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands
of International Importance - the first modern treaty between nations aimed at conserving
natural resources - and under this treaty we have an international responsibility to do our part
in halting the worldwide loss of wetlands and to conserve, through wise use and
management, those that remain. It is completely inappropriate to build an operate a gas
import terminal in the middle of one of Victoria’s most previous environments and an
internationally significant wetland that we have agreed to protect. AGL’s Environmental Effect
Statement does not properly address the risk of oil spills from increased traffic (a disaster for
marine life including penguins, whales, dolphins, seals and seabirds). Negative impacts on
these natural values of Westernport Bay will not only destroy precious habitat, but cause
many people to lose their jobs, and cause a significant loss in the Victorian Tourism sector,
and lose valuable ecosystem services provided by the natural state of Westernport Bay estimated to be worth up to $2.6 billion per year, and hold a present value between $7 billion
and $88 billion (Australian Conservation Foundation, The ecosystem service value of
Westernport
Bay
https://www.wppcinc.org/uploads/3/8/0/4/3804358/estimating the ecosystem service value
of western port - acf neas 2.pdf)
Over the next 30 years, the world will move away from using roughly $3 trillion per year of
coal, gas and oil and point of production to other lower or zero carbon alternatives such as
renewable energies. The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition
away from fossil fuels. According to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and
CSIRO renewables have become the cheapest alternative for new power production (CSIRO
and AEMO (2018) GenCost 2018, Updated projections of electricity generation technology
costs, https://publications.csiro.au/rpr/pub?pid=csiro:EP189502). The reduction in the cost of
wind, solar and batteries has radically changed the electricity markets. In the United States
there are plans in Arizona, Colorado, Florida and New Mexico to replace coal fired power
stations without adding any new gas power stations (https://ieefa.org/ieefa-u-s-utilities-arenow-skipping-the-gas-bridge-in-transition-from-coal-to-renewables/). This shows that any
claims around the role that gas will play in the energy transition are based on outdated
assumptions. Renewable energy sources will replace gas, and this is being reflected in
energy markets. AEMO adjusted its Victorian gas-powered generation forecast, assuming
that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was previously thought. This is because
of a higher penetration of renewables into the market than previously forecasted
(https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/gas/national planning and forecasting/gsoo/2020/2020gas-statement-of-opportunities.pdf?la=en), and highlights the inappropriateness of
constructing a floating gas terminal in Westernport - or anywhere - in this current climate. As
the world moves away from fossil fuels, companies like AGL that cannot see the future will,
like dinosaurs, become extinct, while others, who seize the opportunity of renewables, will
see profits soar. AGL has seen profits decline over recent years ($816 million in 2020, down
from $1,040 million in 2019) and will continue to do so as they fail to adapt to a new way of
doing things.
It would disappoint me, as a Victorian and Westernport resident, to see the Victorian
Government approve this proposal. As an Ecologist the environmental outcomes terrify me,
so that is why I have instead decided to focus on the economic arguments here - and have
deduced that they too, do not stack up, and are not worth the risk for our state, country and
planet.
Do not hesitate to get in contact with me for any further detail.
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Attention: Richard Wynne, Minister for Planning Attention: Daniel Andrews From:
Annthea Hick Dear Richard, My name is Judith Parslow and I live in the
Westernport Bay area. Westernport Bay has unique flora and fauna and any
emissions from the gas terminals destroys what is a unique and protected part of
the world. There simply is no other place in the world like this and we must do
whatever we can to protect it. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of
the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent
research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and
enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject
to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In
Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands
which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands
worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis. .... as per attached pdf document.

Attention: Richard Wynne, Minister for Planning
Attention: Daniel Andrews
From: Judith Parslow
Dear Richard,
My name is Judith Parslow and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport Bay has unique flora and fauna and any emissions from the gas terminals destroys what is a unique and protected part
of the world. There simply is no other place in the world like this and we must do whatever we can to protect it.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to
the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities
who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well
as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years.
Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our
freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We
cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have
a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect
marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand for gas in Victoria. Victoria could reduce
its gas consumption by between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 through using existing technology and targeted economic support
according to a recent report written by energy consultants Northmore Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria could
meet its energy needs without new gas including new gas fields or gas import terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport
Bay. These measures will lower energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most scenarios. This is the case even when
a lot of our electricity is generated by fossil fuels but will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our electricity is generated through renewables.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels
far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby
further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.

Sincerely,
Judith Parslow
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My name is Sophie Winter and I live in the Westernport Bay area. Westernport bay
has an incredibly unique biodiversity that needs to be protected. I thank the Crib
Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import
terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community
and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons
which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion
as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are
about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have
completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary
studies and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to
provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent
region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating
Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable,
options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which
depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
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My name is Greg Dedman and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Its such a nursery for so many species of fish as well as having magnificent wetlands
which are an annual haven for migratory birds. I often walk along the beaches of
Westernport Bay enjoying the natural environment .
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents
and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be
affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise.
The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will
mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers
will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic
chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land
and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory
birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport
Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and
fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy

(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future
but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees
Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from
fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered
fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business.
Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Greg Dedman
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My name is Patrick Shannon and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I am a regular traveller to the Westernport Bay, specifically to Phillip Island. The beaches, and by extension the
health of the surrounding environment - the ocean, the wetlands etc. - are the primary attraction to the area. It
must be protected.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in
my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access
them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally
impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of
anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage
and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them
to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot.
Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible for storing
between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface
of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the
release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense
against the impacts of climate change.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other marine mammals. The EES
has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at 1-in-2500 per year. Using their own figures the actual
calculated risk is 1-in-326. This means a 1-in-16 chance over the proposed 20-year lifespan. It is likely that these
numbers are conservative because the number of whales observed with injuries consistent with ship strike is
higher than the number of strikes reported by shipping operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would have a
low consequence to the visiting Southern Right whale population is inconsistent with the Conservation
Management Plan for Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue
to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Patrick Shannon
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My name is Joanne Swain and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport Bay is a wild and beautiful place, teaming with wildlife and deserving of full
protection from companies such as AGL who wish to threaten it's very existence with
inappropriate development. I love the area and ask that you consider my submission.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the
loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that
there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming
into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have
more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the
impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of
one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant
wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that
the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This
holds true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that
renewable energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy
Market Operator and CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is
becoming increasingly accepted in the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its
Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now
assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was previously thought due
to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton

and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water
being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting
marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the the impact
on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Joanne Swain
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Introduction
Thank you for reading this submission and for the opportunity to have our voices heard in
response to this proposed project. We represent Extinction Rebellion (XR) and this submission
is written on behalf of our Mornington Peninsula and Westernport groups, and further
supported by our state and national groups.
Extinction Rebellion is a decentralised, international and politically non-partisan movement
using non-violent direct action and civil disobedience to persuade governments to act justly on
the Climate and Ecological Emergency.
From an international standpoint, there has been a rapid global expansion that has seen our
movement grow from its humble beginnings in the UK in 2018, to now include 650 groups
across 45 countries. We owe much of our success to our demographic diversity, and remain
united in our commitment to pursuing the action necessary to avoid climate system tipping
points, further biodiversity loss and the risk of social and ecological collapse.
Our local groups meet weekly (currently via Zoom online meetings) to discuss issues relating to
the climate emergency on federal, state and local levels. For some of the group, their
involvement comes after decades of environmental and conservation action, having spent years
contributing to Landcare, 350, Wildlife Vic, Stop Adani, various local Friends groups, and Save
Westernport amongst others. For others, XR is their first foray into environmental advocacy –
driven to action by dire predictions of climate change and a sense of personal responsibility.
The writers of this submission are Kerri McCafferty, John Lorkin, Liz Dodd, Laurel Heisman and
Michael Stephens.
We are parents of young children and teenagers.
We are grandparents.
We are nurses, teachers, tradespeople, and retired professionals.
Collectively, we are committed to taking whatever action is necessary to ensure that this
climate crisis is addressed and the future of our planet and our children is protected and
preserved.
Nothing less is acceptable.
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Submission structure
The structure of this submission will be written in accordance with Extinction Rebellion
Australia's 3 demands and how they correlate to this project.
For reference, our 3 demands are outlined below.
1. TELL THE TRUTH
Government must tell the truth by declaring a climate and ecological emergency,
working with other institutions to communicate the urgency for change.
2. ACT NOW
Government must act now to halt biodiversity loss and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to net zero by 2025.
3. BEYOND POLITICS
Government must create and be led by the decisions of a Citizens’ Assembly on climate
and ecological justice.
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1. TELL THE TRUTH - Government must tell the truth by declaring a climate and ecological
emergency, working with other institutions to communicate the urgency for change.
We are in a climate emergency.
The science is clear. The climate crisis is here, it is anthropogenic. We face a trajectory of
environmental and economic devastation if the continued use of fossil fuels is not
communicated truthfully to allow for immediate action to halt emissions.
AGL and all levels of government openly recognise that climate change poses a risk to the
health and well being of all, and as such each have made statements and ‘commitments’ to
emissions reduction.
● Federal - Australia has committed to reducing CO2 emissions in line with the Paris
Climate accord. This commitment needs Australia to reduce its emissions by between
3% and 7% each year to 2030, to achieve the Paris goals of Global Warming not
exceeding a 2 degrees increase.
● State -The state of Victoria legislated the ‘Climate Change Act’ in 2017 to set out a clear
policy framework and a pathway to 2050 that is consistent with the Paris Agreement to
keep global temperature rise well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels.
● Local - The municipality that the proposed project would take place in is the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council, who in 2019 publicly declared a climate emergency and
subsequently released a plan for emissions reduction this year in response to this
declaration.
AGL - according to AGL’s Greenhouse gas policy, AGL supports the Commonwealth
Government’s commitment to work towards a global agreement to limit global warming to
ly6ess than 2°C above pre-industrial levels (2°C goal)‘.
Emissions can be reduced as a result of broad mitigation measures in the energy sector 1.
Authentic commitment to the Paris agreement by AGL and each level of government would
demonstrate these mitigation measures with the immediate cessation of investment in
emission generating gas projects like the AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project, and instead
in the development of renewable energy sources and their associated infrastructure.
Tell the truth - Both AGL and the government have the responsibility of investing only in energy
generation systems that support our pathway to a safer climate. Extinction Rebellion believes
AGL and the government should tell the truth about the AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline
Project - it is in direct opposition to the agreements they have committed to.

1

IPCC Special Report 2019 Global warming of 1.5°C
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15 Full Report High Res.pdf
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Gas is not a transition energy.
Gas consists mainly of methane, and its role in global warming can not be overstated. Methane
is a greenhouse gas that is so powerful, when it’s atmospheric warming impacts are considered
over a 20 year time period, it is 86 times more powerful than carbon dioxide.2 The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2019 Special report on global warming of 1.5°C
outlines the significant contribution that Methane makes to global warming, its effect on the
carbon budget and the urgent need to to make deep cuts to methane emissions if we are to
adhere to the modelled pathways that limit warming to 1.5°C 3.
Given that the halfway mark to 2°C was surpassed in 2015, and only a limited carbon budget
remains, large greenhouse gas emission reductions are critical in order to achieve the goals of
the Paris agreement. This means that the targets outlined in the Paris agreement, and agreed
to by all levels of government and AGL can only succeed by stopping all new large and medium
sized fossil fuel projects. This includes the proposed AGL Import gas terminal.
If the Government and AGL were to tell the truth, they could not possibly propose that the
importation of fracked gas (the most polluting form of gas extraction) via an extensive transport
process that burns fossil fuels at every point, and that has a high likelihood of methane leaking
into the atmosphere is a good solution to transition us to the low emissions future that has
been agreed to. The AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project is not a project that is conducive
to a safe climate and the idea that gas is an acceptable alternative to coal is simply untrue.
Tell the truth - The pursuit of new fossil fuel projects is in complete contrast to the action
required. Investment in gas will lock in further emissions of powerful greenhouse gases that will
accelerate global warming. The only energy sources we should be transitioning to and investing
in, are clean energy sources - that is renewables.

2

Melbourne Energy Institute: A review of current and future methane emissions from Australian
unconventional oil and gas production. October 2016
http://climatecollege.unimelb.edu.au/files/site1/images/20161026%20Review%20of%20Methane%20Emi
ssions.pdf
3
IPCC Special Report 2019 Global warming of 1.5°C
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15 Full Report High Res.pdf
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There is no gas shortage.
The government and AGL must tell the truth about gas demand.
They have framed the issue as an inadequate supply for the current demand in Victoria. The
predicted ‘shortfall’ is based on upper end estimates which don’t account for multiple cost
effective initiatives that could reduce gas consumption by more than half over the next decade .
4

CSIRO data confirms that while existing fossil fuel power plants are competitive due to their
sunk capital costs, solar and wind generation technologies are currently the lowest-cost ways to
generate electricity for Australia, compared to any other new-build technology.5 Therefore,
new investment in gas is not only inconsistent with the Paris agreement and disastrous for our
warming planet, it is also not the most financially viable investment option for a new energy
source and this fact will likely influence a reduction in gas consumption. Additionally, Victoria's
has legislated emission reductions 6 that should result in the limitation of the lifespan of gas in
the energy market. This commitment to emission reduction already agreed upon by Victoria is
the precise reason the new AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project should be rejected.
If new investment in gas does not provide as much value as renewables , and it has a confirmed
limitation on its lifespan, then the truth must be told about the inevitable reduction in gas
demand. Any projected gas shortfall in the short term should be met with focused investment
in energy efficiency so that industry, homes and business have incentive to transition away
from gas. By telling the truth about the ongoing use of gas, gas’s footprint as an energy source,
and the ongoing increases in CO2 emission, the public can better understand it’s limited future
and adapt to a lower emission future with more ease.
Government and AGL both have the capacity to redirect investment towards renewable
infrastructure through improved policy. If the truth is told about the environmental and
ecological emergency we are facing and, there is adequate support and available renewable
infrastructure, then Victoria could meet its energy needs without new gas. This would eliminate
the need for new gas fields, or gas import terminals like the proposal for Crib Point.
Tell the truth - Allowing new investment in fossil fuels does not communicate the urgency for
change. If we are to ensure a safer climate now and in the future, then we should not be making
dangerous investment choices to meet perceived gas shortfalls, instead it is critical that we
make alternate investments in long term, low emission energy sources, such as renewables.
4

https://environmentvictoria.org.au/2020/06/03/victorian-gas-market-demand-side-measures-to-avoid-forec
ast-supply-shortfall/
5
Graham, P.W., Hayward, J, Foster, J., Story, O.1 and Havas, L. 2018, GenCost 2018. CSIRO, Australia.
6
Climate Change Act 2017
https://content.legislation.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/17-5aa005%20authorised.pdf
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Renewables are the only acceptable solution to the climate crisis.
The AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project will create a burden for future generations, by
encouraging dependency on fossil fuels and consequently locking in dangerous greenhouse gas
emissions for the future. We simply can not afford to continue burning fossil fuels and allowing
the emission of greenhouse gases into our atmosphere. Our planet is warming at a catastrophic
rate and the idea that we should use gas as a ‘transition energy’ is dishonest and dangerous.
The truth must be told about the time frame in which we have the opportunity to mitigate the
worst effects of the climate crisis. The AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project will soon be a
stranded asset, leaving behind it a wake of destruction in Westernport Bay. A plan that
Extinction Rebellion Mornington Peninsula and Westernport both vehemently reject. To pursue
a project that is so disturbingly destructive to the local environment, that locks in emissions and
further amplifies the effects of the impending climate catastrophes does not address the truth
of the matter - We are in a climate and ecological emergency.
Renewables are safe, reliable and cost effective.
The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) has demonstrated that Australia's largest grid
can make a rapid transition to renewable energy sources. Modelling used in the AEMO 2020
Integrated System Plan shows us that coal can be rapidly replaced without the need for any
new gas fired generation. 7 It further demonstrates a clear pathway to 90% renewables in the
2030’s.
Tell the truth - Investment in renewable infrastructure is the most appropriate transition away
from coal. Clear modelled pathways are available. It will become our long term energy source
and we simply do not have time to waste on intermediate investments of an environmentally
and ecologically destructive product.

If the devastating impacts of the climate crisis are recognised at every government level, and
each is committed to emissions reductions, how is the pursuit of fossil fuel projects such as the
AGL gas import jetty and pipeline project justified when the knowledge of their destructive
potential is evidenced and the alternatives are available and affordable?

7

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/major-publications/isp/2020/final-2020-integrated-system-plan.pdf?la=e
n&hash=6BCC72F9535B8E5715216F8ECDB4451C
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2. ACT NOW - Government must act now to halt biodiversity loss and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions to net zero by 2025.
The AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project will create further biodiversity loss as well as
increase greenhouse gas emissions, which is the antithesis of ACT NOW. This plan will squander
any chance of getting to net zero emissions by 2025, therefore this plan must not be approved.
Westernport Bay is home to an incredible array of plants and animals and is a Ramsar listed
Wetland, home to one of the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. Research has shown that
Wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of
years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate
change, not being subject to potentially damaging projects like AGL’s proposal. Unfortunately,
in Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands, contributing
to the loss of approximately 35% of the world’s wetlands between 1970-20158. This destructive
path must stop now in order to halt further biodiversity loss and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
The Mornington Peninsula Shire has declared a climate emergency and the draft plan which is
largely supported by the community, aims to achieve zero gas emissions by 2040. Point 1 of this
plan calls for leading in the climate emergency with clean energy and any new large scale fossil
fuel project proposed by the Victorian state government will directly oppose the local Shire and
community initiatives to lower carbon emissions towards carbon neutrality. The AGL gas facility
proposed for Westernport Bay, offers government an opportunity to ACT NOW and lead
Victoria towards a cleaner future by rejecting this project outright and backing the local
government and its constituents towards clean energy solutions.
Further, by supporting the AGL gas import terminal, Victorians will be unwillingly supporting
the exploitative shale gas fracking industry. The AGL gas import facility plans to enable the
distribution of some of the world’s most environmentally damaging gas extraction projects, by
providing a connection to Victorian gas consumers. If the terminal was given permission to
operate, US shale gas fracking companies will become suppliers to AGL. Currently, the Victorian
Labor government has a clean record in relation to Fracking for Gas, which should be
congratulated. This clean record will be destroyed if this plan moves forward by allowing the
import of unsustainable gas production.
According to a recent report written by energy consultants Northmore Gordon (commissioned
by Environment Victoria)9, the state of Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between
98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 using existing technology and targeted economic support. With
government support, Victoria could meet its energy needs without any new gas or gas import

8
9

https://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?335575/Worlds-wetlands-disappearing-three-times-faster-than-forests

https://environmentvictoria.org.au/2020/06/03/victorian-gas-market-demand-side-measures-to-avoid-forecast-su
pply-shortfall/
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terminals, but rather could ACT NOW to transition towards a safer future where renewables
displace gas in the energy market.
Finally, any support for the AGL import gas facility ignores our current climate emergency
(climate change was mentioned only once in the summary document as part of the title of the
Minister) and burdens the future generations for furthering our dependence on fossil fuels.
With the plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage, fossil fuel projects are not only a
threat to our environment but also bad business. Instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets, the State Government should be investing more in renewables and supporting the local
Council’s endeavours to move away from gas. AGL’s proposal to build a gas import terminal is
not consistent with what we need to do to create a safer climate, therefore we must ACT NOW
and reject the AGL import gas facility.

3. BEYOND POLITICS - Government must create and be led by the decisions of a Citizens’
Assembly on climate and ecological justice.
Community consultation
Community consultation throughout this process has been fraught with tension. The few
pre-pandemic community meetings that were conducted have not resulted in favourable
outcomes, or a sense of participation in the process. Information sections held on this proposal
have failed to truly discuss the perceived benefits, and outcomes this facility would impact on
the community. A different model of information giving is vitally needed.
Citizens Assembly
The decision to allow, or not allow the AGL Gas import facility, is well suited to be decided by
the establishment of a Citizens Assembly.
Citizens Assemblies are now recognised as a robust and improved method of spreading the
decision making burden, on projects that are emotive for stakeholders. This AGL proposal
would be ideally suited to be decided by the use of a Citizens Assembly. Because this issue is so
black and white. Either yes to proceed, or no to pursue alternative energy options.
True community consultation can be satisfied by employing a Citizens Assembly. A random
sample of about 100 community members would be informed by experts. Both sides of the
argument would be presented to the Assembly. All matters could be considered on their own
merits. The Assembly would deliberate, and advise the State government of their findings. The
results of this Citizens Assembly would give government confidence that the community had
been properly involved in the decision making process. The social licence would be granted.
Many examples of successfully run Citizens Assemblies are available to investigate. The 2017
South Australian governments Citizens Assembly to decide on a Nuclear waste facility is a great
example of best practice community involvement.
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Conclusion
Any fossil fuel projects proposed by the Victorian states government, diminish future ambitions
to lower carbon emissions, and ultimately to become net carbon neutral. The AGL gas facility
proposed for Westernport Bay, offers the government an opportunity to lead Victoria towards
a clean future by rejecting this project outright.
Extinction Rebellion are strongly opposed to this proposed project, and are committed to
engaging in actions that would hamper its progress at every stage. Extinction Rebellion will
commit to informing our local community of the destructive nature of this proposal, and will
not give up until the world’s best clean energy solutions are the energy projects fully supported
by business and government alike.

Below are the authors and the Mornington Peninsula members of Extinction Rebellion who
have seen and endorsed this submission:
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Elizabeth Dodd, Safety Beach
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Laurel Heisman, Rosebud

Kathryn Shain, Shoreham

Michael Stephens, Shoreham

William Genat, Shoreham

Barbie Wilson, Somers
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Talei Kenyon, Flinders

Anthony Grimes
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Greg Lee, Red Hill
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My name is Chris Fergison and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
signiﬁcance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of
a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasiﬁcation Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally signiﬁcant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we
do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are
responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only
around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport
Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution
to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate
change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor

the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication
of whales in the area. The noise would also deter ﬁsh and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Chris Fergison
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Environment Victoria submission on the Environmental Effects
Statement, Draft Planning Scheme Amendments and Works Approval
of the Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
Online submission at: https://engage.vic.gov.au/crib-point-IAC

To the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project Inquiry and Advisory Committee,
Environment Victoria welcomes the opportunity to make a submission on the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project (Project).
Environment Victoria (EV) is an independent and not for profit organisation that has been campaigning to
look after Victoria’s environment since 1969. With more than 40-grassroots member groups and 200,000
individual supporters, Environment Victoria is a growing community of Victorians standing up for a safe
climate, healthy rivers, and a sustainable future.
The purpose of this submission is to highlight the rationale behind EV’s opposition to the Project. We
would like to further develop some of these issues by participating in the Inquiry and Advisory Committee
(IAC) public hearing process.
Our view is that AGL’s Environment Effects Statement (EES):
•
•
•

Lacks methodological rigour in several technical chapters, which translates into an unfounded
downplaying of the likelihood and/or impact of a range of risks;
Fails to justify the need for the Project and to properly address existing and feasible alternatives
to manage gas consumption or to source gas;
Does not provide reliable proof that the Project’s impact could be minimised or offset to
acceptable levels, especially considering the special character of the Westernport Bay Ramsar
Site.

Due to these flaws in the EES, we consider that it is not possible for the Panel to assess the real extent of
the Project’s impacts and whether they could (or would) be managed by AGL. As a result, we believe the
Panel should recommend against this project.
AGL has failed to provide enough evidence to make it clear that its Project’s impacts will not irreversibly
damage local habitats, impact the viability of threatened species and reduce local biodiversity in the midst
of a global biodiversity crisis. Further, AGL failed to properly assess the full impact of the Project on
Victoria’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

While we reserve the right to raise additional matters at the Public Hearings, including having regard to
any further information subsequently provided by the proponents for the Projects or other interested
parties, this submission will focus primarily on:
•
•

Project Rationale and the adequacy, and appropriateness, of the project to address Victoria’s
energy security.
The Project’s greenhouse gas footprint and its impact on Victoria’s emission reduction efforts;

We also provide comments on:
• Potential impacts on the marine environment of wastewater discharges;
• Stakeholder engagement and social impacts;
• Safety, hazards and risk.
Finally, in addition to this document, we submit a spreadsheet containing the full text of more than 9,000
individual submissions prepared by concerned members of the public using an online drafting tool that
was developed by Environment Victoria in collaboration with Westernport Bay local residents. While we
expect the vast majority of these submissions will have been lodged directly through the Engage Victoria
website, we include them here as well to ensure their voices are heard, as we know some people had
technical challenges lodging their submissions. An explanation of this tool is contained as an Appendix in
this document.

For further information:
Dr Nicholas Aberle
Campaigns Manager
Environment Victoria

26 August 2020

I. Response to AGL’s Project Rationale
a. Overview
Chapter 2: Project Rationale of AGL’s EES describes the status of gas supply and demand on the Australian
east coast and tries to make the case for the Project on basis of energy security, efficiency and
affordability.
AGL did not properly address Sections 3.3 and 3.4 of the Scoping requirements. Instead of providing hard
evidence on the need for new sources of gas supply and how this Project would be the optimal solution
to this eventual need, AGL resorted to rhetorical commonplaces (“gas is important for the energy
transition”) to legitimise their pursuit of developing a gas import terminal. Section 2.2 asserts that the
Project is “necessary to fill the shortfall in gas supply predicted from 2024 and to support essential energy
supply to enable Victoria’s energy security and continued economic development.”
While AGL presents information highlighting a potential gas shortfall in Victoria by 2024, the EES: (1) fails
to explain why the potential shortfall should be met with an increased supply instead of demand side
measures; (2) does not present evidence on how much gas would be “essential to secure Victoria’s energy
security and continued economic development”; (3) fails to make the case that a gas import terminal is
the best alternative to address Victoria’s energy needs considering its economic, environmental and social
impacts; (4) does not explain the rationale to develop the project even when a similar project has been
approved in Port Kembla.

b. The Australian Energy Market Operator’s forecasting approach is missing the big picture
One of the main sources on which AGL bases its claims about a potential gas shortfall are the Australian
Energy Market Operator’s (AEMO) forecasts in its Gas Statement of Opportunities (2019) and the Victorian
Gas Planning Report (2019).
While AEMO’s modelling is one of the most sophisticated in the country it is, like any other modelling,
constrained by its objectives and assumptions. One of the key limitations of AEMO’s forecasting approach
is that their modelling does not seek to calculate the least-cost supply of energy (electricity can replace
gas at a lower cost for many uses such as space and water heating) but to find the cheapest way to supply
consumers with more gas.
In fact, according to AEMO’s Gas Supply Adequacy Methodology Information Paper, “the model uses linear
programming techniques to calculate the least-cost supplies of gas to enable delivery to demand centres,
subject to different infrastructure and operational constraints”1 (emphasis added). As a consequence, it

1

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/gas/national planning and forecasting/gsoo/2020/gas-supply-adequacymethodology.pdf?la=en

should not come as a surprise that either AEMO’s Gas Statement of Opportunities or Victorian Gas
Planning Report arrive at the conclusion that we need new sources of gas supply.
AEMO’s modelling has been designed to seek solutions to the wrong problem. The sophistication of the
model does not change the fact that AEMO will ultimately reach the same conclusion as the gas industry
does in these reports. It is not well-suited to provide us with the optimal path towards energy security as
its modelling is bounded to look for new sources of gas supplies and fails to evaluate other low-cost
alternatives such as large-scale adoption of energy efficiency measures and fuel-switching from gas to
electricity, each of which could increase energy security without the need to develop new fossil fuel
projects.

c. We need to re-evaluate our reliance on gas
Before trying to address potential gas shortfalls by procuring gas at high costs for our environment and
communities, we must evaluate whether it is sensible to maintain Victoria’s reliance on gas. Since Eastern
Australia started exporting LNG from Queensland, linking our domestic gas markets with the international
gas markets, Australian gas prices have increased by two to three times their historical prices. This
increase has severely affected households and the industrial sector. With little sign of domestic gas prices
ever returning to prices equivalent to pre-LNG-export times, it can be argued (even from a purely
economic perspective) that gas is a sub-optimal solution to the energy security challenge, and we should
be assessing our alternatives.
Further, increased penetration of renewables in the National Energy Market (NEM) is forecast to reduce
electricity prices in the next decades. As an increasing share of the services provided by gas in the
residential, commercial and industrial sector can be cost-effectively replaced by more efficient electric
alternatives, we have an opportunity to plan a phase-out of gas consumption as a better approach to
guarantee energy security, benefit consumers and address climate concerns.
AGL tries to frame the potential shortfall as a supply-side problem in a clear effort to establish the need
for more gas. They are not alone in focusing on supply-side solutions, but this does not make it the
smartest approach. While AGL’s EES does mention the energy efficiency, its report willfully minimises the
potential impacts of demand-side efforts in section 2.2.9 Security and Stability of Supply - “AGL also
recognises the need to improve energy efficiency and reduce gas demand” - characterising demand-side
alternatives as a side note to their proposed solution of a gas import terminal.
Despite claims of seeking to reduce gas demand, there is evidence in AGL's plans to use this project to
further increase the East Coast reliance on gas (see image below) and that it has already entered in
conversations with other gas industry actors like the Australian Pipeline Association (APA).
In fact, APA when pitching the pipeline that would connect Crib Point and Pakenham if the project goes
ahead, has stated “this creates further opportunities for the supply of gas to residential and industrial

growth areas along the pipeline route and the potential for future power generation opportunities across
the design life of the pipeline”2 (emphasis added).

Figure 1
Source: AGL Energy FY20 Full-Year Results

APA’s “potential future power generation opportunities” are not hypothetical: APA has an advanced
proposal for a 220 MW gas generator in Dandenong3 whose development would become more likely if
Crib Point goes ahead.
Further, AGL’s has its own projects that might become to fruition if Crib Point goes ahead. This includes
AGL’s proposal for the 500 to 600 MW Tarrone gas power station on rural grazing land in Macarthur. There
is also an unusual reference in the EES documents to a potential gas power station in Tyabb. While we
understand that AGL does not currently intend to pursue this Tyabb power station option, it is referred to
in the EES documents and has not been publicly ruled out.

2

https://www.apa.com.au/globalassets/documents/our-current-projects/crib-point-to-pakenham/crib-point-topakenham infosheet 030 w.pdf
3
https://www.energymagazine.com.au/two-gas-generator-projects-progress-to-key-initial-support-termsagreement/

d. Demand reduction is the missing piece of AGL’s rationale and our energy policy
As previously stated, existing constraints in AEMO’s modelling and the vested interest of gas industry
actors have enshrined the idea that supply and demand imbalances can only be addressed by increased
supply.
This approach is extremely narrow and reduces energy policy to a search for new sources of supply
without ever questioning whether it would be strategic to promote fuel-switching to increase energy
security or whether increasing energy efficiency could deliver greater benefits than increasing energy
consumption.
Energy efficiency must not merely be an afterthought for policy makers as it clearly is for a company like
AGL. Decision makers aiming to increase energy security and enable emission reductions cannot overlook
the benefits of energy efficiency measures and fuel switching. In words of the International Energy
Agency:
“Energy efficiency can bolster regional or national energy security. By reducing overall energy demand,
efficiency can reduce reliance on imports of oil, gas and coal. Energy efficiency can therefore play a
crucial role in ensuring both long- and short-term energy security in a cost-effective manner.
Energy efficiency also reduces the likelihood of supply interruptions; the only energy source that cannot
be interrupted is the energy that is not used. Also, in the event of a disruption, efficiency measures can
work with emergency conservation measures to reduce demand. This was demonstrated effectively in the
wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011.” 4(emphasis added)
Further, relative inaction from state and federal governments have left Australia severely lagging when it
comes to energy efficiency. According to the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)
Australia ranks as the worst-performing major developed economy among the 25 largest energy users in
the world.

4

https://www.iea.org/reports/multiple-benefits-of-energy-efficiency/energy-security

Figure 2
2018 International Efficiency Scorecard (American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy 2018)

e. Demand reduction capacity to increase energy security in Victoria
The aforementioned forecast gas shortfall has fuelled calls for immediate government action. This
pressure has resulted in the Victorian government lifting the conventional onshore gas moratorium, a
renewed push for the approval for Narrabri gas field in New South Wales, and a number of proposed gas
import terminals including the approved Port Kembla in NSW and this proposal at Crib Point in Victoria.
Commentators have notably ignored the potential for measures that reduce gas demand to serve as a
solution to the forecast gas shortfall despite the existing evidence on the benefits of energy efficiency,
and the enormous potential that it could have in Australia.
According to analysis by energy efficiency specialists Northmore Gordon (2019), commissioned by
Environment Victoria, the state of Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by 98 to 113 PJ by 2030

using existing technology and targeted economic support.5 This would benefit households, commercial
users and industry, tested against criteria relating to ease of implementation, cost and applicability.

Figure 3
Summary of gas demand reduction measures. (Northmore Gordon 2020)

On an annual basis, the potential avoided gas consumption created by the proposed measures would be
enough to balance Victoria’s gas demand and supply even without considering potential interstate gas
imports.

5

https://environmentvictoria.org.au/2020/06/03/victorian-gas-market-demand-side-measures-to-avoid-forecastsupply-shortfall/

Figure 4
Gas Demand reduction by sector and reduction measures (Northmore Gordon, 2019)

This analysis shows that under the right policy scenario, Victoria could balance its energy supply
requirements without the need of new gas fields or the development of gas import terminals. Further,
promoting energy efficiency and fuel-switching delivers other benefits on top of increasing energy
security.
Demand measures would provide several co-benefits such as reduced energy costs for Victorians
households, increased competitivity for the Victorian Industry and would reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions by decreasing our reliance on gas. Further, pursuing demand side measures instead of AGL’s
gas import terminal would also preserve the ecological character of Westernport Bay Ramsar site and
prevent amenity and health impacts to the local community which has fiercely opposed the project.
These claims are supported by existing literature. There is a mounting body of evidence that supporting
energy efficiency and fuel-switching from gas to electricity lowers energy costs for consumers6 and
6

https://renew.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2018/08/Household_fuel_choice_in_the_NEM_Revised_June_2018.pdf

reduces GHG emissions under most scenarios even when the electricity grid is heavily reliant on fossil
fuels.7 8
While AGL claims that their gas import terminal is flexible and the FSRU could sail away if its gas is “no
longer needed” the reality is that fossil fuel projects like AGL’s gas import terminal have an anchoring
effect and for a vertically integrated company such as AGL the temptation to create synergies might be
too strong to pass up. Proof of this are APA’s and AGL’s projects to increase their gas-powered generation
portfolios previously mentioned.

f. The energy transition is making gas obsolete
Decades ago, when we knew less about the global warming potential of methane, our climate models
were less accurate, and renewables could not compete on price with fossil fuels, gas was touted as a
bridge fuel.
Times have changed. There is now sufficient evidence that gas consumption should already be starting to
decrease, to allow Australia to stay within a carbon budget consistent with a below 2-degrees global
warming scenario9 (let alone 1.5 degrees scenario10). Further, the reduction in the cost of wind, solar and
batteries has radically changed the electricity markets, and even in the absence of policy levers, gas is in
its way out.
The electricity generation sector is primed to become one of the first to successfully transition away from
fossil fuels. According to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and CSIRO renewables have
become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds true even when accounting for
the storage requirements to ensure renewable energy from solar and wind can be stored for up to six
hours to guarantee the energy is available at the time it is needed.
And the Australian energy markets trends are part of a global phenomenon. In the United States alone
utilities in Arizona, Colorado, Florida and New Mexico are planning to replace coal fired power stations
without adding any new gas power stations. This shows that even under scenarios where gas is affordable,
renewables are becoming able to outcompete it for new generation.
The fact that renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly part of the new consensus on energy
markets. In fact, this year AEMO adjusted its Victorian gas-powered generation annual consumption
forecast for the 2014-2039 period, assuming that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was
previously thought. This is because of a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast. If we

7
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10https://rmi.org/fossil-gas-has-no-future-in-low-carbon-buildings/

https://renew.org.au/renew-magazine/efficient-homes/emissions-intensity-of-household-electricity-vs-gas/
http://www.cfr.org/content/publications/attachments/Levi CH4CC %20Archived.pdf
10
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/02/SR15 Chapter2 Low Res.pdf
9

take into account that AEMO only forecasts existing policies and trends it is likely that gas powered
generation will be phased out even faster as the interest in accelerating the energy transition grows.

Figure 5
Forecast of gas consumption for gas-powered electricity generation (AEMO 2020)

Further, AEMO’s recently published 2020 Integrated System Plan (ISP)11, the country’s most sophisticated
modelling effort to analyse the cheapest way to develop our National Electricity Market (NEM), confirms
this trend. This is particularly remarkable as AEMO’s ISP is not focused on promoting the energy transition
but only analysing alternatives from least-cost approach.
The Integrated System Plan forecasts that, contrary to AGL’s claims, as coal power stations retire, they
will be replaced with renewables because the cost of wind and solar technology are the cheapest and
obvious replacement. While existing gas power stations would still play a role, the window of opportunity
for new gas-powered generation is extremely small according to the regulator “New flexible gas
generators could play a greater role if gas prices remained low at $4 to $6 per GJ over the outlook period”.

11

https://aemo.com.au/en/energy-systems/major-publications/integrated-system-plan-isp/2020-integratedsystem-plan-isp

Figure 6
Coal-fired generation and GPG capacity (AEMO,2020)

g. AGL failed to consider an already approved alternative
Finally, even if one acknowledges that AGL, a company which considers gas operations its core business,
is adamant about gas being essential, it is hard to understand why AGL did not properly address the
possibility of sourcing gas from the Port Kembla LNG import terminal, a project that was approved in April
2019.12
While AGL addresses Port Kembla as a shortlisted potential location for their Project and acknowledged
that Australian Industrial Energy (AIE) is planning to develop a gas import terminal in the location, it failed
to (1) acknowledge that Port Kembla LNG has already been approved by the New South Wales
Government and that it has already signed contracts to supply gas in South-East Australia; and (2)
recognise the real potential of Port Kembla LNG to supply gas to south-eastern Australia.
AGL hastily discarded Port Kembla LNG import terminal by stating “It is noted that Australian Industrial
Energy (AIE) is planning to develop a gas import terminal at Port Kembla to service the New South Wales
market. AIE also considered Port Botany and Port of Newcastle in its assessment of sites. Of these
locations, the Port Kembla site was considered to be preferred during the AIE assessment of alternatives
noting that the AIE proposal is focused on meeting the gas needs of the New South Wales market and is
proposing to dredge a new berth pocket in the Inner Harbour.” (Chapter 2, Project Rationale p.29).

12

https://jemena.com.au/about/newsroom/media-release/2020/jemena-takes-significant-step-towards-easingeast

AGL did not mention that Port Kembla LNG has been already approved (the original project was approved
in April 2019 and a capacity increase was approved one year later). AIE did not explicitly mention their
intention to supply gas to Victoria when they submitted in November 2019 a proposal to expand the
capacity of their gas import terminal to 100 PJ, they did acknowledge their intention to connect their gas
import terminal to the Eastern Gas Pipeline (EGP) at Cringila13 and mentioned that Jemena was preparing
an application for this modification.
In June of this year Jemena submitted plans to the New South Wales Government to connect Port Kembla
LNG import terminal to the EGP and stated “This project is the best way of enabling new gas from Port
Kembla to reach areas of demand in Victoria and New South Wales” making clear that the parties involved
in the Port Kembla project are confident in their capacity to supply gas to Victoria and New South Wales
with the current after solving existing constraints in the gas transmission system.
While Environment Victoria does not condone the development of any fossil fuel project such as gas
import terminals, it is important to point out that Port Kembla’s LNG import terminal has not faced a
similar level of community opposition as AGL’s project have, receiving a total of only 41 submissions
during its original application and its further modification. Further, Port Kembla LNG is not going to be
developed within the boundaries of a Ramsar Site but a heavily industrialised zone.
AGL’s failure to properly evaluate sourcing gas from Port Kembla LNG import terminal cannot be
overlooked, as it goes against section 3.4 Project Alternatives of the Scoping requirements for the Gas
Import Jetty and Crib Point to Pakenham Gas Pipeline EES - “The EES should document the proponent’s
consideration of feasible alternatives and include an explanation of how specific alternatives were
shortlisted for evaluation within the EES. The EES should investigate and document the likely
environmental, social and economic effects of the alternatives, particularly where these offer a potential
to achieve beneficial environmental, social and economic outcomes and can meet the objectives of the
project.”14

h. AGL’s claims on LNG vs pipeline gas prices are misleading
Section 2.2.8 of Chapter 2 covers the economics of gas transport. The purpose of this section is to argue
that the Project would be a more cost-effective way to supply gas to Victoria. While the total operation
costs of the Project could make it cheaper than sending gas through the existing gas transmission
network, AGL did not provide evidence in this report.

13

https://majorprojects.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/prweb/PRRestService/mp/01/getContent?AttachRef=SSI-9471MOD-1%2120191128T233407.251%20GMT
14
https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0031/409936/Att-1 Crib-Point-EES-scopingrequirements FINAL.pdf

One of the main sources for comparison between the costs of importing LNG and diverting gas to
Melbourne from Queensland was in Figure 2-18.

Figure 7
Imported LNG prices vs piped LNG price (AGL 2020)

This figure is extremely misleading as it is not comparing the prices of the same type of good.
Firstly, AGL presents the cost of “LNG: DES Crib Point” at AUD 10.11/GJ. Delivered Ex Ship (DES) is an
international trade term which means “the seller fulfils his obligation to deliver when the goods have been
made available to the buyer on board the ship uncleared for import at the named port of destination.”
This means that this price does not include the operation costs of the Project, nor the margin that AGL
expects to receive from its operation.
AGL then compares this price (which does not include the costs of the Project’s operations) to gas that is
delivered to Melbourne (i.e. gas that includes the cost of transportation to its destination) and highlights
a “price gap of AUD 1.78”.
It is worth nothing that AGL used the same example from Figure 7 last year at the 19th International
Conference & Exhibition on Liquefied Natural Gas15. During this conference, AGL characterized the “price
gap of AUD 1.78” as a “AUD 1.78 margin” which could be left to “cover storage and regasification costs”.
The reality is that we do not know the operating costs of AGL’s plant nor the value they plan to extract
from their operation. Instead of providing the IAC and the public with information regarding the
advantages of LNG over pipeline gas, AGL have provided a misleading comparison.

15

https://www.gti.energy/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/46-LNG19-04April2019-Deckart-Phaedra-paper.pdf

II. Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases
a. Climate change is a present threat
For millions of Australians climate change is not a distant future threat but a current dangerous reality. In
the last decade we have suffered what might be the worst drought in Australian history, which has
ravaged our farmers and pushed the Murray-Darling river system to its limit.
This drought – exacerbated by climate change – also created the dry conditions that fuelled last summer’s
devastating bushfires. Lives were lost, rural communities destroyed, pristine areas of bush were lost, and
an estimated three billion wild animals16 were killed or displaced.
These record-breaking drought and bushfires have happened after a global average increase of 1.1
degrees Celsius on the average global temperature since preindustrial times. If we continue following an
emissions trajectory consistent with a “representative concentration pathway 8.5.”17 (RCP 8.5).

Figure 8
Average Annual temperature of Victoria in observations and models relative to the pre-industrial era showing different
emission pathways (CSIRO, 2019)

16
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https://www.wwf.org.au/news/news/2020/3-billion-animals-impacted-by-australia-bushfire-crisis#gs.dvts6a
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/07/30/2007117117

While AGL asserts in their Climate Change Risk Assessment (EES Attachment IV) that its Project would be
designed to manage the worst-case impacts of climate change18 the reality is that we do not know whether
the global community could adapt to changes in climate consistent with that emissions trajectory.
According to Schellnuber et al (2016), under global warming of 4 degrees Celsius by 2100 “impacts
projected for ecosystems, agriculture, and water supply in the twenty-first century could, for example, lead
to large-scale displacement of populations, with manifold consequences for human security, health and
economic and trade systems.”19
Contemplating average global temperature increases of 3.2 to 5.4 degrees Celsius by 2080-2100 must
force us to reflect on the consequences of continuing to give the green light to fossil fuel projects such as
AGL’s gas import terminal which make the ‘worst-case scenario’ a more likely outcome.

a. Victoria is particularly exposed to the impacts of climate change
That Victoria is particularly vulnerable to climate change with observed temperatures in Victoria tracking
towards the upper limit of projections (see Figure 10 below). An acknowledgement of this reality has
been included in the preamble of the Climate Change Act (2017): “Victoria is particularly vulnerable to
the adverse effects of climate change. Natural disasters are increasing in frequency and severity as a
result of the changing climate.”

18

An RCP 8.5 represents the “worst-case” scenario and would lead to average global temperature increases of 3.2
to 5.4 degrees Celsius by 2100.
19
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/306037653 The Challenge of a 4C World by 2100

Figure 9
Comparison of the observed average annual temperatures for Victoria with the projected
range of change. Shown are observed temperature difference from 1961-1990 average
(thin black line) plus the 10-year running average (thicker line), and the projected
temperature change to 2030 across climate models and emissions scenarios (relative to a
1986–2005 baseline period). (CSIRO, 2019).

Figure 10
Observed rainfall averaged over Victoria (Australian Water Availability Project; thin
black line) plus the 10-year running mean (thicker line), and the projected rainfall
change to 2030 across climate models and emissions scenarios (relative to a 1986–2005
baseline period) (dark grey shading) plus an indication of decadal variability (light grey
shading; one standard deviation of 10-year running average from the observations).
(CSIRO, 2019).

As Figures 9 and 10 show, Victoria has already become hotter and drier and as climate change unfolds,
extreme weather events such as intense droughts, bushfires, heatwaves, extreme rainfall events and
coastal inundations will become more common.20
This will have a wide range of impacts including biodiversity loss, potentially reduced water security,
deterioration of our food systems, heat-related health issues and damages to key Victorian economic
sectors such as agriculture and tourism. 21 22 23

b. We need to adopt an emissions trajectory consistent with limiting warming to below
1.5 degrees
The speed of our transition to a zero-carbon economy matters as much as the destination: the faster we
can reduce our emissions the greater the chances we have to avoid the worst consequences of climate
change.
While Victoria represents a small fraction of the global emissions, it is crucial that we contribute our fair
share to limiting global temperature increase in accordance to the Paris Agreement objective of “holding
the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels
and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature to increase to 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels,
recognizing that this would significantly reduce the risks and impacts climate change.”24
As part of the implementation of the Climate Change Act 2017 the Victorian government appointed an
Independent Expert Panel to provide advice on interim emission reduction targets for 2025 and 2030. To
support their advice the Panel in turn commissioned The Centre for International Economics to analyse
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different emission reduction pathways for Victoria to consider their relative costs. The report concluded
that a rapid emission reduction (65% by 2030) would be (from a costs perspective) the best or tied as the
best pathway for the Victorian economy and would minimise the transition costs under different
scenarios.

Figure 11
Impact of timing of emissions abatement (The CIE 2019)

Further, reducing our emissions by a 65% by 2030 would put us on a pathway that would be close to be
consistent with a 1.5 degrees Celsius emissions budget. While the Independent Expert Advice on Interim
Targets acknowledged that following an emissions trajectory consistent with a 1.5 degree carbon budget
would be the most beneficial for the Victorian economy and its community25, it fell short of recommending
targets consistent with a 1.5 degrees Celsius emission budget.
Victoria’s emissions targets for 2025 and 2030 are yet to be set. These are now legally overdue, and
frustratingly there is no timeframe for when this decision will be made, but this will hopefully be
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completed by the end of 2020 (emissions targets and “sector pledges” for emissions reductions are due
to take effect from 1 January 2021). While the content of government abatement policy is not yet
determined, it is entirely possible that a significant reduction in gas consumption will be necessary over
the coming decade.

Figure 12
Interim Emissions Reduction Targets for Victoria (2021-2030), Independent Expert Panel (2019)

c. The gas industry has become the main force behind carbon emissions increases
Despite international commitments such as the Paris Agreement (2015) and increasing evidence that the
window of opportunity for limiting climate change to 1.5 degrees Celsius is rapidly closing, annual global
greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise, by 1.5% in 2017, 2.1% in 2018, and a projected increase of
+0.6% in 2019.26 27
While some reports have shown that government policies adopted in response to the COVID-19 crisis have
reduced this year’s global carbon emissions, this decrease will prove short-lived unless we change the way
we fuel our economies.28
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The main driver of increases in global carbon emissions since 2012 has been gas, growing by a 2.6% last
year. This is the case as well in Australia were an uncontrolled growth of that the gas industry has wiped
out most of the progress in other sectors such as in electricity generation.29 30

d. The emissions intensity of gas is likely understated
One of the main claims of the gas industry is that gas is cleaner than coal and hence we should adopt it as
a ‘clean fuel’. This argument is deeply flawed, because: (1) as stated above, the gas industry is one of the
main forces behind global carbon emissions increase; (2) climate change is driven by absolute emissions,
and if the gas industry keeps growing at its current rates the fact that gas is less carbon-intensive than
coal becomes irrelevant; and (3) the assumption that gas itself is less polluting than coal holds true only
when considering the final moment of combustion, but not when seen across the full life-cycle, including
fugitive emissions.
The claim that gas is a ‘clean’ fuel is based in the fact that gas emits around half the carbon dioxide when
combusted in a new, efficient natural gas power plant compared with emissions from a typical new coal
plant.31
This assessment of the climate impact of gas is misleading as drilling and extraction of natural gas from
wells, and its transportation through pipelines and/or its liquefaction and re-gasification results in
significant gas leakage. Methane, the main component of “gas”, has 34 times the global warming potential
of carbon dioxide over a 100-year period and 86 times higher than carbon dioxide over a 20-year period.32
One of the main uncertainties around gas production is the level of methane leakage from infrastructure.
This is a crucial point: if methane leakage is above 3.2% from when it is extracted from the well through
to its delivery at a power station, gas becomes just as polluting, if not more polluting, than coal.33
Recent studies have shown that we have previously underestimated how much methane is released to
the atmosphere during gas production. It has been found that some onshore gas fields in the
United States have levels of leakage of 2-17%, far above the 3.2% threshold for gas to deliver any climate
benefits.
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Despite these findings, the Australian gas industry and National Greenhouse Gas Inventory report far
lower emission intensities for unconventional gas emissions than some U.S. gas fields. Existing evidence
indicates that this is a result of using default emissions factors rather than on reliable measurements.34

Figure 13
Measured fugitive emissions at US gas fields compared to Australian industry and government reporting (MEI 2016)

e. The real climate impact of AGL’s gas import terminal.
As seen in subsection ‘d’ above, the carbon footprint of gas could vary greatly by methane leakage.
Additional factors would be energy used during the liquefaction process, transport fuel consumption and
energy used during the regassification process.
AGL claims that only the following sources of carbon emissions are relevant to the project:
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http://climatecollege.unimelb.edu.au/files/site1/docs/6032/20161023%20Review%20of%20Methane%20Emission
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Figure 14
Summary of operational greenhouse gas emissions relevant to the AGL’s gas import terminal (AECOM, AGL 2019)

To complement this table, AGL states “While outside the scope of the study, the emissions from the
production of the LNG and the end-use consumption of the natural gas have been estimated for context.
It is estimated that the annual emissions associated with the production of 160 PJ of LNG are 1.3 Mt of
CO2-e.”35 This paragraph was included to address Recommendation No. 2 of the Independent peer review
of the Greenhouse Gas Impact Assessment.
AGL’s efforts to use the emissions intensity of Qatari gas as the basis for an estimate of either the entire
LNG industry or this project in particular lacks rigour and could be characterised as self-serving as Qatar
gas has a low emission intensity of extraction.36 The existing literature is clear that the emission intensity
of gas production should be stated as a range as it varies greatly due to major differences in methane
leakage among gas fields.
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Figure 15
Greenhouse gas emission estimates across the natural gas supply chain (Sustainable Gas Institute 2015)

While AGL cannot influence upstream activities, AGL cannot absolutely exonerate themselves from their
responsibility as actors in the gas supply chain. If AGL were interested in delivering a low-carbon fuel they
would have articulated plans to source their LNG imports from gas fields that have proven to have low
rates of methane leakage. Instead they have indicated that they plan to make their purchase decisions
solely from a price perspective, meaning they should not assume the imported gas will have a
comparatively lower emissions intensity, as they have done in the EES documents.
As for downstream activities, the EES documents make it clear just how problematic gas is for climate
change. The use of the gas that AGL proposes to import would produce an estimated 8 million tonnes of
greenhouse gases. This is a staggering volume of emissions, equivalent to over 7% of Victoria’s entire
contribution to climate change.
The stated purpose for this proposed project is to ensure Victoria has adequate gas supply. AGL cites
various pieces of evidence for the forecast shortfall of gas, should their project not go ahead. To follow
AGL’s logic to its own conclusion, if this project does not go ahead, then Victoria would not have enough
gas. It stands to reason, then, that but for the Crib Point project, Victoria could avoid up to 8 million tonnes
of greenhouse gases.

energy upgrades and improved commercial and industrial energy efficiency. Essentially, it locks in
Victoria’s high gas consumption for decades and hampers Victoria’s ability to reduce emissions in a
manner consistent with the objectives of the Paris Agreement.
Finally, it is worth noting the growing interest in greater regulation of Scope 3 emissions – that is,
emissions associated with downstream use (in this case, the 8 million tonnes of greenhouse gases released
by AGL’s customers through use of the imported gas). In NSW in the last 18 months, a court case and a
decision of the Independent Planning Commission both considered the downstream emissions associated
with proposed coal mines in reaching their conclusions.38 There is also a bill before Federal Parliament to
amend the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act (2007) to require the inclusion of Scope 3
emissions in reporting requirements.39
While there is legal uncertainty around how exactly how Scope 3 emissions will be treated in the future,
these emissions clear ought to be a consideration for this Panel, especially given the very significant overall
volume of emissions associated with the use of AGL’s imported gas.
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III. Potential impacts on the marine environment of wastewater discharges
There are material flaws in the EES risk assessment of the impact of wastewater discharges, which leads
us to reject AGL’s conclusions regarding how manageable their wastewater discharges will be on marine
biodiversity.
Further, AGL failed to properly address the implications of existing environmental regulations on its plans
to obtain a permit to discharge wastewater in a high conservation value area such as Westernport Bay.

a. Lack of Information on the legal compliance of the Project’s Wastewater discharges
According to AGL its Project could discharge up to 468,000 cubic meters of chlorinated wastewater per
day when operating in an open loop mode.
In Section 8.5.8 of Chapter 9 Surface Water and its Attachment II Legislation and policy report, AGL quotes
the objective of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters), namely establishing a framework for
protecting and rehabilitating the health of Victoria’s water environments. AGL also mentions that in
addition to general provisions, Schedule 5 of the SEPP (Waters) provides norms for Areas of High
Conservation Value, which includes Ramsar Wetlands. In these documents AGL tried to characterise the
project as just needing to minimise potential adverse impact on beneficial uses to obtain a licence to
discharge wastewaters in Westernport Bay.
Nevertheless, AGL failed to explain how its Project’s wastewater discharges could be in compliance with
Clause 22(2) of the SEPP (Waters). This clause establishes that the Environment Protection Authority (EPA)
“must not approve any application for a new discharge of wastewater to surface waters in (b) waters of
high conservation value as specified in Schedule 5”.
Further, the explanatory notes of the SEPP (Waters) leave no room for doubt on how this Clause should
be interpreted:
“Clause 22(2) sets out the circumstances where the Authority will not approve a new wastewater
discharge. These include discharges to high value waterbodies, or to areas vulnerable to the impacts of
wastewater discharges. For the purposes of this clause, areas of high conservation significance are defined
in Schedule 5 of this Policy, and declared special water supply catchment areas are defined under Schedule
5 of the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994.” (emphasis added)

Based on public records we know that AGL was aware that Clause 22(2) could present a roadblock to the
Crib Point Project. During 2018 a draft version of the SEPP (Waters) was open for public consultation and
AGL wrote a submission seeking to weaken the restriction of Clause 22(2),40 without success.41
It is up to AGL to explain why the Project’s EES attempted to mischaracterise existing environmental
protections for sites such as Westernport Bay which would prevent AGL from obtaining a permit to
operate the Project in an open loop mode.
b. Unsubstantiated claims and discrepancies
•

•

•
•

•

•

40

AGL does not provide evidence to support its claim that wastewater discharges would have no
contaminants other than residual chlorine. (Section 4.7, p. 49 of the Ecological Impact
Assessment).
The guideline values used to assess the impacts on the ecosystem do not use chronic toxicity data.
This is material as sedentary organisms could be chronically and significantly exposed to the
Project’s wastewater toxicants.
The documents do not explain why a 99% guideline value for protection was not adopted,
considering that the project would be developed in a Ramsar site.
The EES failed to provide adequate information to allow for the accurate identification of potential
discharges to the marine environment during the construction phase and to quantify the
character of these discharges (key components, volumes, temperatures, concentrations).
The EES calculates that total discharges during closed loop operations would be 5oC above
ambient (EES Table 6-3 and page 6-7). However, all but one of the included discharges is above
this temperature. Calculation of volume and temperature contributions of the component
discharges, as presented in the EES, indicates that the average discharge water temperature
would be higher than reported. This has implications in any impact assessment of thermal
pollution on the Westernport Bay environment.
The EES analysed the impact of chlorine on juvenile marine stage barramundi (Lates calcarifer).
This fish does not inhabit Westernport Bay. While this could be part of a standard testing approach
the best practice would be to conduct the test with fish that actually inhabit Westernport Bay.
Considering the high conservation value of the area we think that a best practice approach is
warranted.

https://www.water.vic.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0033/394971/AGL.pdf
In response to AGL‘s submission the EPA stated ‘Clause 22 acknowledges that there are areas formally
recognised by government as needing to be managed to preserve their conservation value.’
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0021/395031/SEPP-Waters-Summary-of-Comment-andResponse-Report.pdf
41

IV. Stakeholder engagement and social impacts
For many citizens, trust in corporations and in governments is low and conflict over potentially
unsustainable projects continues to increase.
While the EES process aims to offer communities an opportunity to engage in the assessment of
environmentally significant projects, it is an uphill battle and community members endure high personal
costs to have a chance to influence the results of a process which historically tends to favour the
proponent.
AGL has claimed that “The aim of our engagement is not to try and change the community’s minds with
the facts, but to build trust by showing we are willing to be accountable for the inherent risks a FRSU and
pipeline will bring to a community. Ultimately, by working with them to solve the problems together, we
want them to win under conditions the project can live with.”42 Based on the experience of the last 2 years
and our own interactions with community members, we would argue that AGL has failed to meet its own
objective of building trust.

a. Value of Green Space/ Blue Space and the Impact of Lost Recreational Space
There is a clear lack of acknowledgment of the value of natural spaces (both green and blue) and the
recreational benefits of them within the EES documentation. Many academic authors have identified the
connection between nature and human wellbeing.
The natural environments in which we live, work and exercise play a crucial role in both the mental and
physical health of the community. Nature is used by people in a range of ways for example; for recreation,
as stress relief, meditation and to get some peace and quiet as a break from work or living conditions
(Stigsdotter et al., 2010), (Orsega-Smith et al., 2004), (Wolf & Wohlfart, 2013)
The loss of control over a communities’ green spaces and ability to preserve their natural environments,
or the modification of either the look, feel or access can result in extreme feelings of helplessness, anxiety
and lost autonomy which can detrimentally impact on the long term mental health of a community.
EES (technical report M-social impact assessment) identifies that it would be of “little inconvenience” for
communities to change their place of recreation, however AGL presents no evidence to back up the claim
that displacing people from their longstanding area of recreation will have only “little inconvenience”.
Overall, the EES report fails to provide adequate description of and allowance for the deep connection
that humans have with their natural environment.
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b. AGL’s proposal lacks social licence
Social licence is one of AGL’s key pillars within their strategic framework, defined as “meeting and
exceeding community expectations.” This concept is gravely underrepresented within the EES. In fact, the
term “social licence” could be found only three times throughout the EES document set, and no
quantitative or qualitative data is presented which adequately addresses the question of whether social
licence to operate exists.
As a starting point for critique, we look first at whether AGL has been “meeting and exceeding community
expectations.” In lieu of AGL having presented evidence to make this evaluation, we present the following
comments and anecdotes:
•

•

•

"We know [the community] are … taking one for the team, I suppose, in helping Australia and
particularly the southern states meet their energy supply needs” - Phaedra Deckart (AGL's General
Manager, Energy Supply & Origination) during a February 2019 ABC interview about the Crib Point
proposal.
“In relation to the Project, AGL is not expecting the community to trust us and we recognise the
community can’t simply take our word that safety and environmental risks will be well managed.”
- AGL’s response to criticism about AGL’s track record, found in EES Attachment V, 7.5.3
Questioning of AGL’s safety record.
Environment Victoria’s Community Organiser has heard a number of complaints from community
members about AGL’s consultation process, which range from:
o Consultation events being entirely run by public relations specialists rather than those
with expertise to answer the myriad questions the community had about the Project;
o AGL representatives using divisive tactics with community members, such as offering
grants to community organisations without transparent process, and calling organisers
within the community to offer them financial incentives to discontinue advocacy and
organising activities; and
o AGL not meeting deadlines for the provision of public material as part of the EES public
exhibition phase, to those who requested that information, thereby further inhibiting the
community’s ability to meaningfully participate in the EES process.

Together these show both that AGL have not been meeting (at least some) community expectations, and
that AGL broadly – at the level of the staff who compiled the EES, as well as at a senior leadership level –
do not expect nor intend to meet community expectations.
Beyond AGL’s simplistic definition of social licence, it is useful to understand the normative foundations
of social licence – that a community first sees legitimacy in the process, then believes the proponent has
credibility, and finally has trust in the proponent and the process to deliver balanced outcomes. AGL have
not presented any data on the community’s perception of legitimacy or credibility, and have themselves
stated that they do not expect the community to trust them. On this basis, and the anecdotal evidence

provided above, we conclude that AGL’s EES falls far short of meeting their own objectives for social
licence for the Project.
As a final point, it is worth noting the public opposition to this project by politicians in the area. In
particular, that Greg Hunt, a senior Minister in a Federal government that is otherwise driving a major
push for new gas supplies, is prepared to publicly oppose this project is an important barometer of how
little social licence the Project has.

c. Cumulative Impact of Project on Public Health
The Social Impact Assessment (SIA) within the EES lacks clarity around the cumulative impacts on the
community of the suggested project. These impacts relate to a range of areas, including but not limited
to: risks to biodiversity, lost autonomy, unforeseen hazard risks and associated lack of evidence, exposure
to noise and light pollution, mental health implications of climate change and environmental damage etc.
While the social and cultural impacts on the communities’ health are of grave concern to many social
interest groups, ‘health concerns associated to social health and quality of life, rarely carry over to post
decision monitoring’ by resource companies according to Kinnear, Kabir, Mann & Bricknell.43
This evidence supports community concerns that if this project did go ahead there would be only very low
level (if any) monitoring of the long-term human health impacts (both mental, physical and social) of this
project by AGL. There was potential for AGL to address this concern through the SIA or any other
documentation within the EES, this however was not provided at any satisfactory level.
Without the provision of adequate evidence or even acknowledgement of many of these impacts and
areas of concern for the community, AGL has failed to accurately demonstrate that they understand the
effect this project will have on the community and therefore have not performed their duty as the
proponent in this EES process.
Within the social impact statement of the EES, AGL refers to the “ideological objection to the project
reflecting a preference for use of renewable resources” raised by landholders in their conversations with
AGL. It is disappointing to see AGL lower itself to dismissing the public preference for renewable energy
over gas as an “ideological objection”.
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V. Safety, Hazard and Risk
The EES does not provide enough information to conclude that AGL can manage the significant risks that
will be present in the construction and operation phases of the Project.
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

No quantitative calculation of potential fuel oil spill volumes has been undertaken for the EES.
AGL only provides qualitative assessments and generally dismisses the likelihood of any but small
spills occurring without evidence.
Risks of spills from the FSRU are not quantified and potential spill scenarios are not explored:
It is unclear whether any modelling of oil spills has been undertaken by the Proponents.
The EES clearly acknowledges the sensitivity of Westernport Bay to oil spill impacts. Despite this
there is no systematic identification of species or groups of species that are particularly vulnerable
and sensitive to oil spill impact.
The EES failed to state that AGL will develop a spill response plan or what the content and format
of that plan would be. The EES should have set out the arrangements and responsibilities of
contractors and provide some idea of the level of response that will maintained.
Little detail of potential discharges arising from the construction of the jetty infrastructure is
noted. Section 4.8.1 notes three potential contamination sources but is it is not clear whether
these apply to the jetty section of the pipeline. Similarly, it is unclear whether hydrostatic testing
of jetty pipelines will be undertaken and, if so, how water will be managed.
The EES states in numerous places that the use of fire-fighting foam will be used. No details of
the type to be used, volumes stored or expected to be used in various scenarios makes it
impossible to assess the effectiveness of firewater and foam run-off or the potential effects of
these on the marine environment.

Conclusion
AGL has failed to make the case that its Project is either necessary or an acceptable way to address
Victoria’s energy security. At the same time, serious flaws and mischaracterisations in technical reports
raise serious doubts that AGL would be able to avoid or manage the potential environmental and social
impacts of its Project.
Further, AGL has been extremely candid about its plans to increase its gas operations over the next
decade. This Project will likely serve to maintain the Victorian reliance on polluting gas, making it harder
for the state to reduce its emissions over the critical next decade in particular, but also across the intended
20 year life of the Project if approved.
Key points:
On the rationale for the project:
•
•
•

AGL does not provide evidence that increasing gas supply would provide greater benefits to
Victoria than other approaches such as increasing energy efficiency.
Even if one accepted that increased supply is necessary, AGL did not provide evidence on the need
for its Project when another gas import terminal would be capable of providing gas to Victoria.
AGL provided misguiding figures regarding the potential cost of its imported gas, which is one of
the main arguments that AGL has used to justify its Project.

On the climate impacts of the project:
•

•

AGL is attempting to understate the impact this project could have, by choosing to ignore
significant upstream and downstream emissions, adding up to more than 10 million tonnes per
year
The very existence of the project will serve to lock in Victoria’s high emissions linked to gas
consumption and will delay necessary policies and programs that could be targeted at reducing
gas usage.

On the marine impacts of wastewater discharges:
•

•
•

The open loop operation of the Project is likely in breach of the strict prohibition, found in the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters), on discharging wastewater into high conservation
value areas.
Prior to the EES process, AGL had previously attempted to weaken this provision, indicating that
they (correctly) consider it to be a hard barrier to the Project.
There are several incongruencies on the data provided for water discharges. This in turn affects
the impact assessments of the Project on marine environments, compromising their conclusions.

On Stakeholder engagement and social impacts of the Project:

•
•
•

AGL has not presented any data on the community’s perception of legitimacy or credibility.
AGL has failed to demonstrate that it understands the severe impacts this project will have on the
community failing its duty to properly engage with stakeholders.
There is demonstrable, visible, significant, broad and deep community opposition to this project.
AGL’s quest to operate with social licence has failed.

On Safety, Hazard and Risks related to the Project:
•

AGL failed to provide modelling on oil spills. Risks of spills from the FSRU are not quantified and
potential spill scenarios are not explored.

Ultimately, we do not believe this project should go ahead. We urge the Panel to assess the EES according
to its merit and recommend against this Project.
In 2020, Victoria can and must do better than to allow a gas import terminal, which will lock in high gas
usage and therefore high greenhouse gas emissions, to be built within the boundaries of an internationally
significant marine ecosystem.

APPENDIX

Attachment 1 to Environment Victoria’s Submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project
Attached to our submission is a spreadsheet with the individual submissions of 9,484 people
opposing AGL’s and APA’s gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
We developed an online tool to make it easier for our supporters and the broader public to engage in
the public exhibition stage of this project in these very difficult, unprecedented times. The tool was a
platform for people, particularly those living in the Westernport Bay area, to share information about
the key risks of this project and to give the opportunity to have a personalised say when, for almost
everyone, engaging directly with AGL's 11,000-page-long EES would have been impossible.
The draft content was written by thirteen people, only two of whom were Environment Victoria staff.
Everyone who used the tool had to make difficult choices about what to include in their submission and
what to leave out. Almost everyone added at least one paragraph explaining what they think the risks
associated with this project are, and many people have transformed their chosen draft text to the point
where it is no longer recognisable.
We had previously asked for a further extension for submissions from Minister Wynne, in light of the
impact of Stage 4 coronavirus restrictions on the community's ability to support each other to respond
to AGL’s EES documents. In his letter rejecting our request for a Stage 4 extension, the
Minister encouraged us and the community to use technology creatively to enable full participation in
this very complex process. This is exactly the role this tool has played, helping local people and visitors
to have their say about the future of the Bay.
While we are providing this to the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee in a single document, this
is clearly a compilation of individual submissions. A cursory glance will show that they are all materially
different and that each person has a different point they want to make.
We include this with our own submission as many people who used the tool notified us that they
experienced difficulty navigating the Engage Victoria portal, and many also notified us that they
abandoned lodging their submission because of their frustrations. The difficulties experienced include
people being unable to make a submission on the Engage Victoria website using a mobile phone, people
finding it too difficult to attach a document to their submission and people not understanding some of
the language used on the Engage Victoria website.
This spreadsheet includes 2,807 submissions that were initially sent to DELWP via email, as well as
submissions that Environment Victoria supporters and other members of the public may have
successfully submitted through the Engage Victoria website. Since Environment Victoria has no way of
knowing which of our supporters were successful in lodging their submission via the Engage
Victoria portal, we are attaching the submission of every person who has communicated with us that

they would like their submission to be considered by the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and
the Minister for Planning.
We believe the unprecedented volume of submissions generated through this tool speaks to the
unprecedented scale of community opposition to AGL’s proposed gas import terminal in Westernport
Bay.
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My name is Katie Wilkins and I visit Westernport Bay often.
It is a beautiful part of Australia. We have spent time as a family there on
many occasions enjoying all the natural surroundings it has to offer. Also, we
love that it is a RAMSAR site. Fell very privileged to be able to visit such a
unique spot.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for
Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There
are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under
its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical
health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and
access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental
grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This
can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community.
Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of
noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health
conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia.
People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife.
The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a
Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area
and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of
wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their
ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most
precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact
on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22
of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor

impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant
future but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several
degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our
emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy
storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment
but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of
investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import
terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal.
Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and
being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to
be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the
intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further
affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Katie Wilkins
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My name is Jordan Lawson and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk
of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to
the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site.
AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and
have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary
studies and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to provide
final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is
made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay
is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment
and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is
an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an
incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging
projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that
the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of
warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The
plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not
only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be
investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead
of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is
not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton
and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above

safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water
being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting
marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Jordan Lawson
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Attention: Richard Wynne, Minister for Planning
Attention: Daniel Andrews
From: Jardin Hick
Dear Richard,
My name is Jardin Hick and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
The marine life and the biodiversity that exists is important to me as I respect and adore nature.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to
the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities
who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well
as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home to
at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the
Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and
animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have
a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect
marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and
30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands
such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels
far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each
day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby
further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.

Sincerely,
Jardin Hick
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Dear Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee, The proposed AGL gas plant and
pipeline to be built in Westernport Bay is not the right way forward. Not only will it
be unsightly and an unnecessary threat to the local environment, it is a short-sighted
solution to a long-term problem, that will leave an environmental and cost burden
for us all. The climate crisis is terrifying, it is here now! We must change the course
of this global warming before it becomes self-sustaining and irreversible. We must
take every single step we can, at every turn to put an end to our emissions and harm
to our environment. Gas is not the way of the future, nor is good enough to think
we can use it as a “transition” fuel. Its main component is methane, which has a
much greater warming effect than carbon dioxide, making it just as bad coal. The
construction of the AGL gas pipeline would be locking Victoria into the use of gas for
too many years to come, and simply that is unacceptable and unsustainable.
Victoria should take a stand against the gas plant and pipeline development and not
defer investment in the long-term solutions for our energy requirements. Thank
you for reading my submission. Yours faithfully, Peter Hartley.
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My name is Kate Ross and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
We are very lucky to live close to all nature has to offer. I want my grandchildren to walk
along the shore and watch the dolphins. The environmental impact would lead to the bah
being a barren wasteland and something unique would be lost forever.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss
of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is
not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into
Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more
disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact
of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding
the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is
made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible
array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This
holds true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that
renewable energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy
Market Operator and CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming

increasingly accepted in the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG
annual consumption forecast for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas
consumption will be dramatically below what was previously thought due to a higher
penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton
and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being
drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our
energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Kate Ross
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My name is Ian McKerrow and I have family who live near Westernport Bay. I am also seeking
to purchase land in Crib Point and sail in the surrounding seas.
Westernport Bay is where I first observed nature. My father took us on boating adventures
around French Island and we'd see the shore birds feed and breed and grow in a pristine
environment. We'd fish for our own food and watch the shadow of our boat chase stingrays in the
clear shallow waters. We'd observe little penguins dart and weave under our boat and then rush
to beat the weather back to shore before it changed the surface waters to wild waves from a
millpond. Don't despoil nature for $$'s
For the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project I do thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee
and the Minister for Planning. There are a multitude of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and I will point to many in my submission.
But the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
Don't despoil nature for $$'s
Only fools and the greedy would dismiss the natural environments crucial role in both the mental
and physical health of the communities who access them. The loss of nature and access to green
spaces contributes to mental distress and environmental grief. Communities place great
significance on these areas.
Phillip Island and it's surrounds is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia.
People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales
as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay
in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine
the beauty of the area. Don't despoil nature for $$'s
To choose such an industry would be a travesty and inconsistent with the perception that
Westernport Bay is a pristine and protected wetland. This will undoubtedly impact Phillip Island
as a popular tourist destination. As ecotourism has begun to flower it is irresponsible to stifle
one sustainable economic endeavor for a destructive and finite one.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate
to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious
environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. Don't despoil nature for
$$'s
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do
not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally

inappropriate. Current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation
value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining
the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue. Don't despoil nature for $$'s
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and
CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in
the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast
for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below
what was previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the
noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point. Don't despoil nature for
$$'s
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Ian McKerrow
PS. Don't despoil nature for $$'s
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My name is Dan Milne and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.

We delight in the Leafy Sea Dragons, Sea
Stars, Sea Anemones, Turbo Shells, Cone
Shells, Abalone, Periwinkle, Oysters, Crabs,
Sandworms, Kelp, Sea Grass, Stingrays,
Gummy Sharks, Dolphins, Seals, Penguins,
Pelicans, Swans, Cormorants, Ibis and Cape
Baron Geese who have been there forever,
part of the living system which provides us
with clean air and water.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister
for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There
are a variety of issues that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical
health of the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature
and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine
land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot.
Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a
nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant
site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the
shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is
an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat
for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact
on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge
of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause
22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor
impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet.
Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil
carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the
Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be
a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts
of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would
affect marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been
no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not
tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced
by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask
the communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and
other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife. would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy
needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the
unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to
any harm.
Sincerely,
Dan Milne
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I object to the AGL and APA Gas Import Jetty and Gas Pipeline Project because of the
potential environmental impact with little to no economic benefit to the local
community, through job creation and the potential dangers to the local community
through the transportation and storage of volatile chemicals.
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My name is Geoff White and I live close to the Western Port Bay area. I and many
others value the relative pristine sections of beach and importance of the Ramsar
status of this Bay to migratory birds. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. It is shameful that in the current lock down of Stage 4 virus control the
community has not been given more time to consider and discuss the EES
documentation. I have managed to read most of the documents and technical
reports but had no opportunity to share and discuss my thoughts within the broader
Western Port community. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria and globally. Millions of Australians consider
climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous reality we
face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of
the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs
of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat
to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing
more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of
investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal
is not consistent with what we need to do to create a s the gas field itself; the initial
pipe transport to the initial liquefaction plant; those of that 1st liquefaction and then
subsequent sea transport to a foreign country before being re-shipped back to
Australia. This hides the real impact of GHG emmisions associated with this
proposal. Given of what we know of increasing drought and bushfire impacts in
Australia and Victoria this is lunacy. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victor
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My name is Amity Alexander and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.
I used to visit here weekly as a child - less often now but it is always so beautiful and
brings back many memories. The coastline here is a special place.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for
the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who
place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental
health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of
recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as
increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and
light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is
made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible
array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State

Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Gas is more carbon polluting than coal if methane leakage throughout the whole gas
supply chain is above 3.2 per cent. Recent studies have shown that we have previously
underestimated how much methane is released to the atmosphere during gas production.
It has been found that onshore gas fields in the United States have levels of leakage of 217 per cent. Despite these findings the Australian gas industry and federal government
report far lower emission intensities for unconventional gas emissions based on default
emissions factors rather than on reliable measurements. Gas is not a climate solution.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are
many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet
our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Amity Alexander
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Attention: Richard Wynne, Minister for Planning
Attention: Daniel Andrews
From: Natalia Hick
Dear Richard,
My name is Natalia Hick and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport Bay is important to me because so many animals and wildlife live there. So many animals call this Bay their home and
it upsets me that a big company wants to destroy their home.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to
the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities
who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well
as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home to
at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the
Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and
animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have
a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect
marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and
30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands
such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES
that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound
would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish
and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable.
There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to
any harm.
Sincerely,
Natalia Hick
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Protect Westernport, protect us, protect a future.
Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee - to consider and advise on a pipeline
license for the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project https://engage.vic.gov.au/crib-point-IAC
Date: 18August 2020
Dear Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee,
I live, work, recreate in and around Crib Point where you are asked to consider and advise on
a pipeline licence for a gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. I strongly oppose the gas
project proposal for a number of reasons, and I appreciate you uphold listening to citizen
voices in the form of my submission. This gas/jetty/pipeline project threatens my immediate
world but also the world beyond the locals and the present, so I implore you to advise
against the licence for reasons and challenges I submit below.
Humans are just one part of nature and what happens in our environment happens to us. I feel
that in my flesh, from the smell of the salt air, the warmth of the sand under my feet, the
dolphin fin spotted just out from shore, the people laughing, playing, recreating and resting
along the coast, and with the plunge into the sea-grass waters of the bay. This bay,
Westernport or what I’ve learned is Mar-ran biik from those who seemed to understand
interconnectedness, is a place to nurture, to immerse ourselves within and to protect from the
naive and blinkered actions at best, to greed and socio-ecological violence at worst. We must
listen to our First Nations People in order to protect a future that reflects the privilege of
living in this nation, living around Westernport as part of Victoria, and being able to enjoy its
often taken-for-granted resources. Proximally this means a place for humans to enjoy spaces
and places that many seek for their own/family joy, re-creation, mental health, leisure and
connection with others, and a connection with their bigger world. Distally this means
undamaged and unpolluted (visually, sonically, chemically) environments where
governments, human and physical ecologies that are immediately connected to places such as
Westernport (or further afield but connected) have to deal with impairment and system stress
caused by unnecessary construction, damage, invasion or destruction of what we have.

Strong and brave decisions are needed that support our future trajectory towards more
sustainable outcomes. According to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and
CSIRO, renewables have become the cheapest alternative for new power production and
Australia does not need any new gas to transition to renewable energy. “Any LNG import
terminal will not lower prices in the southern states.” 1 This is because any imported gas will
have to be purchased in the international market at international prices. There are also
additional costs of liquefying, shipping, port infrastructure and the gas terminal ship (or
Floating Storage and Regasification Unit, FSRU) itself.
Humans still seem to not understand, or/and perhaps take for granted, the irreplaceable
resources of interconnected quality water, air, landspace, plant and animal life. Ample
evidence (local through to what is linked to us regionally 2, as well as global 3) supports that
rapid declines in our socio-ecology on the one hand, and our inability to respond effectively
as a species, has antidotes that are still ignored on the other hand. Without the move to more
sustainable energy sources, reduced consumption, really paying attention to the risks of NOT
moving to more sustainable energy sources and reduced consumption and concomitant waste,
and creating the illusion of decisions such as the installation of the AGL plant is ‘it’s good for
the economy’ will have many negative repercussions on short and long-term futures. My
submission is a plea for us to ‘wake up’ and pay attention to what we can nurture in nature,
not destroy. Our report card with the World Health Organisation is already dismal given our
intelligence and wealth so we know how to improve things for ourselves AND the greater
global impacts we are part of. It’s time to change hearts and minds….say no to the AGL
project.
We are smart enough to do better and we have a real opportunity to demonstrate that
intelligence. Can we aspire to reducing negative impacts on us, our local and global
world?

1

Macquarie Wealth Management
Western Port-RAMSAR Wetland-Ecological Character Description. Australian Government Department of
Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities
https://www.environment.gov.au/water/wetlands/publications/western-port-ramsar-wetland-ecologicalcharacter- description
3
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPPC) Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5C
2

Without strong stances that have industry, business and government look more holistically to
implications of the detrimental (see, unseen, foreseen and imagined) outcomes of
constructions such as the AGL jetty and pipeline, then the ongoing destruction of planetary
health (including human health) will only continue. Can we be so selfish or can we be
smarter and more thoughtful?
Westernport Bay is an internationally listed RAMSAR site is of significance, a high
conservation value area under Victorian legislation, and should be protected and preserved
from damaging and potentially damaging processes. If the project is approved, AGL could
pollute the Bay with up to 468 million litres of cooled and chlorinated water each day after
drawing the water from the Bay and using it to thaw the frozen gas. The water would be
chlorinated and destroy living material, material that is as much a part of the ecosystem as we
are. Victorian environmental legislation (SEPP Waters- clause 22) prohibits the
Environmental Protection Agency from granting to a corporation a permit to discharge
wastewater in high conservation value areas. Oil spills, pollution, fires, explosions, water
turbidity, water temperatures and chlorination would pose an unacceptable risk of impacting
these waters and destroying native habitats. By denying the project you can stop irreversible
changes in major ecosystems and the planetary climate system.
It is heartening to see that in some levels of Government within Australia there is an
awareness and sensitivity to the importance of reducing human impacts on environments
such as Westernport Bay 4. There is also a growing awareness that we can do better in terms
of moving towards clean energy that reduces socio-ecological harm, with concomitant
growth of industries and jobs that are ecologically responsible and leading world solutions for
enhanced planetary-human health.
4

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

Victorian Government - Climate Science Report 2019 Source - https://www.climatechange.vic.gov.au/
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council https://www.mornpen.vic.gov.au/Your-Property/Environment/ClimateChange/Climate-Emergency
Bass Coast Shire Council
https://www.basscoast.vic.gov.au/services/environment/climate-change-taking-action
Frankston City Council
https://www frankston.vic.gov.au/Your_Council/Media_and_Publications/Latest_News/Council_stands_united_
on_ climate_emergency
The South East Councils Climate Change Alliance http://www.seccca.org.au/
http://www.seccca.org.au/project/adapting-to-the-impacts-of-climate-change-in-the-western-port-region/

.

The United Nations Sustainability Development Goals (SDG’s) are a useful global measure
of Australia’s success and progress in its global citizenry and contribution to global (and its
own) health. They offer a roadmap for the big challenges we face. The recent report 5 shows
that Australia is an increasingly educated society, yet a third of the 144 indicators assessed
across the 17 goals showed Australia required a breakthrough change and we are off-track for
a quarter of the indicators, notably in climate action and reducing inequality, ‘Broadly,
Australia has been incapable of delivering on the material aspirations of today while
protecting and valuing nature for tomorrow’ (p. 1). As a global partner, and given our
educational, research and development capabilities (which is high but nowhere near its
potential) we could be leading conceptual, structural, organisational and societal change in
matters such as illustrated in this case. Given our SDG report card 6 we can take more
responsibility globally and locally for benefits now and into the future. UNESCO adopted a
Declaration of Ethical Principles in relation to Climate Change in November 2017 to help
Member States and other stakeholders to make appropriate decisions and implement effective
policies for sustainable development, adaptation to climate change and the mitigation of its
negative effects. This case is also an opportunity to embody such ethical principles and
demonstrate not just a willingness but a competence in being able to engage at the highest
level towards achieving all SDG’s, in particular those we have recently been doing so poorly
on. With your help, we can do better.
Our home is less than 2km away from the proposed wharf. It seems no accident that this
proposal is on the doorstep of the lower SES area of Mornington Peninsula, where inequality
is much higher, rather than in Port Phillip Bay and the Port of Melbourne. Clearly, given my
points above however, I am not suggesting the project requires relocation to Port Philip Bay
but emphasise the point that inequality in Australia is also being reinforced in this instance.
We deserve to live in a healthy environment, not inundated with huge polluting and
dangerous industrial development that is an eye sore and a threat to our health and wellbeing,
from Risks include residents and tourists coming into contact with toxic hydrocarbons
leaking from the facility, increased risk of accidental fire and explosion (noted in EES
5

National Sustainable Development Council, in partnership with Monash Sustainable Development Institute and the Sustainable
Development Solutions Network (SDSN) Australia, New Zealand & Pacific https://sdgs.org.au/project/transforming-australia-sdg-progressreport/
6 www.sdgtransf ormingaustralia.com

Technical Report K), disasters such as more widespread fires, explosions, oil spills, and
increased noise/air/light and visual pollution. Increased ship traffic in Westernport Bay
increases the risk of accidents such as oil spills. AGL’s EES does not include an oil spill
modelling/ impact risk assessment. Ecotourism will bring a greater income, job security and
liveability to the area than this unnecessary project. Approving this gas project puts at risk the
region’s natural, economic and local livelihoods.
Thank you for considering this submission. Let’s be smart and thoughtful for a better future. I
strongly oppose the issuing of a license for the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project due to its unnecessary and overall negative social, ecological, human health and
regional impacts and ask you to SAY NO TO AGL.
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My name is Laura Alexander, I live on the Mornington Peninsula and visit Westernport Bay often.

Westernport Bay is a special place to me as I have been visiting the bay since I was a young girl. I visit
often to dwell on the coast line, surf, sail and kayak. I visit the bay because it is quiet, pure and unique.

I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity
to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the negative
impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.

Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who
access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress
and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can
detrimentally impact on the long‐term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As
well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.

Phillip Island is the second most tourism‐dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers
and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent
with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination.

Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of
carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight
against climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import
terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater
wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide
between 1970‐2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis.

If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each
day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about
how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport

Bay ‐ clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.

Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible
for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per
cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a
priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is
particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.

Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem ‐ like plankton and fish eggs ‐
would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into
the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be
significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current
thereby further affecting marine wildlife.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on greenhouse gas
emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of
Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any
harm.

Sincerely,
Laura Alexander
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My name is Bryannah Downward and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
As a local marine environment the Westernport bay is important to me as a nature area to be
enjoyed and appreciated in tranquility.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable
under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as
noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away
and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk
assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to
present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to
provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible
marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which
allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds
which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for
mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The
shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be
protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value
areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has
so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal
should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds true
even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable energy can
be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and CSIRO. The fact
that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the energy markets.

This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the 2014 to 2039 period.
They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was previously thought due
to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport
Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced
by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound would
elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise
would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the
important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the
local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Bryannah Downward
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Attention: Richard Wynne, Minister for Planning
Attention: Daniel Andrews
From: Latika Hick
Dear Richard,
My name is Latika Hick and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
This bay is important to me because of the oceans and the nature that surrounds it, as well as the communities.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to
the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities
who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well
as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home to
at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site
for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the
Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and
animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have
a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect
marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport
Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels. Renewable energy has become the
cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and CSIRO. The
fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its
Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be dramatically below what was previously thought due to a higher penetration of renewables than previously forecast.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES
that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound
would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish
and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable.
There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to
any harm.
Sincerely,
Latika Hick

